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INThuDUCTIUN 
The late Sir James MacKenzie, (()7) the great Scotch 
Cardiologist anu p:c1ysician, who was lrnenly interested in 
the behavior of the heart during gestation, opened his 
book with these wot'ds: "There are few subjects in medicine 
of which an accurate knowledge is urgently re4uired than 
a w0111an' s fitness for childbearing." 
The association of rheumatic heart disease and 
pregnancy is a problem of vital importance when it is 
/ 
estimated that each year in the United States about 1,000 
women die from heart disease in pregnancy, labor and the 
puerperium. (52) Murray (72) states that heart disease 
in pregnancy forms one of the trinity of causes of extreme-
ly high maternal mortality; the other two being toxemia md 
infection. The immediate and remo1' prognosis is frequently 
uncertain; therefore, the course of the cardiac patient, 
who become pregnant, should be guidea by an intelligently 
planned cooperation not only of the obstetrician but also 
the internist. 
Within the last few years there has developed a 
closer cooperation between the obstetrician and the cardi-
ologist; and illany of the larger obstetrical clinics in 
the East have established special }re-natal clinics to 
deal specifica2-ly with the cardiac patient in pregnancy. 
A discussion of this riroblem j..s considered very necesss.ry 
in order that one may show the effect of pregnancy on 
heart disease. A brief sumrnary of rheumatic fever will 
be presented as it is the most important etiological cause 
of heart disease in the child-bearing age. Next, a brief 
statistical analysis of the incidence of this lesion in 
pregnancy will be re r)orted. The )UZzling proble111 of 
diagnosis of heart disease will be ;n·esented also. It 
has been found that a scheme of classification of heart 
disease is very useful in arriving at a prognosis in pre-
gnancy; therefore, an attempt will be made to review the 
various methods that have been suggested by several auth-
orities in classil'ying this condition and to show how it 
may a9ply to the prognosis in individual cases falling 
into certain classifications. Also a review of the 
complications of heart disease in pregnancy and mortality 
statistics, as well as opinions of many outstanding writers 
as to the manage1aent of preg:nancy, labor and puer perium in 
these 1)atients. 
Even though there has been a tendency for authors 
to group patients ii1to certain functional or anatomical 
classifications and thereby determine their possibilities 
for a successful and fruitful pregnancy or the reverse; 
nevertheless, most authors are in agreement on the subject 
that there is a grea~ deal of uncertainty attached to each 
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case. Therefore..,_ it must be remembered that each case of 
heart disease in pregnancy must be studied individually, 
as the person f)resenting the signs and. sym,Jtoms of this 
malady is an individual and no two individuals are exactly 
alike in every respect. 
The subject chosen for this iJaper is rheumatic heart 
disease, since the greatest r.a.ajority of cases of heart 
disease that are f olllld in the child-bearing period belong 
to this group. Other types of heart disease as congenital 
heart, the heart of thyrotoxicosis, sy~hilitic heart disease 
have been found, but they are in the minority. In this 
paper, as well as in the majority of the literature, un-
less it is otherwise stated "heart disease in pregnancy" 
refers to the rheUlllatic form of heart disease. 
At this point an attempt will be made to give a short 
resume of the work a few men who have greatly influenced 
the development of the subject. Also the historical 
development of various aspects of the subject will be 
discussed under the arbitrary headings. 
The first outstanding writing on the subject was by 
Augus MacDonald (65) of Edinburgh in 1878, who wrote a 
very gloomy r.a.onograph entitled "The Bearings of Chronic 
Disease of the Heart Upon Pregnancy, Parturition and 
Child.bed" in which he reported in detail the histories 
of 31 pregnant wamen with far advanced carciiac disease, 
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19 of whom died (61%) mortality. For 40 years there 
was little change in the picture. Fro1rL 187.3 to 1915 
alH1ost all of the cases of pregnancy with heart uisease, 
collected from the Boston Lying-In Hospital records and 
published case rej)orts, entered the hospital in decom-
pensation and 46% of them died. 
After ~acDonald, there were no outstanding contribu-
tions to the subject of the pregnant cardiac patient un-
til Sir James MacKenzie (67) published his work on "Heart 
Disease and ?regnancy" in 1921, based on 35 years of 
study. MacKenzie complained that the medical knowledge 
of the heart was in general poorly understood and taught. 
~he main object of his book was "to direct the attention 
of obstetrical physicians to newer knowledge." He hoped 
that this subject would be "taken up and pursued by those 
who have greater facilities than I possess." 
In 1922, Pardee (89) was the individual who first 
recognized the importance of classifying patients based 
on functional capacity rather than on anatomical defects, 
and thereby instituted a standaru useful in treatment and 
prognosis of cardiacs who are pregnant. 
In the last 20 years, much literature has been written 
on various phases of the subject of heart disease as a 
complication of pregnancy. The treatment phase of this 
subject as well as the )hy.siclogy of the normal pregnant 
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heart has been receiving special emphasis. I hope to 





CirlCULATORY CHANGES IN THE 
NO.ttiUL P:t\EGNANT WOill.AN 
Today, our knowledge of the behavior of the normal 
heart during pregnancy is more accurate than formerly, 
due to methods of diagnosis such as the x-ray and the 
electrocardiograph. It is believed. that considerable 
changes occur during pregnancy, but owing to the lack 
of specific knowledge about antenatal conditions, there 
has been a controversy among writers on this subject. 
' It is rather important, therefore, before entering 
upon a study of various cardiac complications of pregnancy 
that one should learn about various physiological changes 
which take place in a normal pregnant woman. 
In a careful study of 239 perfectly normal pregnant 
women, Gammeltoft (34) found in 39 or 16.3%, circulatory 
signs and symptoms to suggest heart disease. Many of 
these patients, 24 of the 39, com·,)lained of d..yspnea during 
the last months of pregnancy. The urine contained al-
bumin in 19 instances. Eciema was present in 34 cases. 
Physical examinations showed enlargement of the pulmonic 
second sound, anti venous ?Ulsations in the neck. The 
chief complaints of these patients were cardiac pains 
and distress, headache anti shortness of breath. Digit-
alis or rest in bed had no effect upon either the signs 
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or symptoms of these women. When they went into labor, 
it was im9ossible, even by very careful observation, to 
demonstrate aggrevation of any symptoms of these women 
u.uring the whole process and., wheµ they were discharged 
two weeks post t-lartwu, all the ab11orrnal findinb s had 
disappeared. The murmurs were not auuible on the day 
after delivery. 
This study of Garililleltoft' s indicates that the mna-
ling of heart disease in pregnancy is not merely a manage-
ment of the 150, ( 52) who have a genuinely damaged heart, 
but is a more comprehensive undertaking in whoui certain 
gestational changes simulate heart disease. The latter 
ty)e of case has been called "Functional" or "Gestatory" 
heart disturbance. 
The real problem is to distinguish this from true 
heart ciisease. Since these "Gestatory" heart disturbances 
depend on the physiological a:terations whie:h occur in 
every pregnancy, the most ratioJal approach is, to first 
co£1sider the normal heart in pregnancy and the changes 
which it una.ergoes. 
l'he most important functional change which takes 
place in the heart during pregnancy is the increase in 
cardiac output. By cardiac output is meant the amount 
of blood expelled by the left ventricle into the aorta in 
a li.u1i ted amount of time, a quantity which is expressed 
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iu terms 01' litres ~Jer minute. .Wlost rnethocis for aeter-
mining the cardiac out~Jut are based on the principle that 
the arnotmt of foreign gas absorbeu by the blood in the 
passage through the lungs is determined by the pulmonary 
blood. flow. Hence, by determining the rate of absorption 
of such a gas, which the subject breathes in and then 
exhales after a statea. interval, one can calculate the 
amount of blood passing through the lungs in a unit time, 
and that is the caraiac output. 
It is generally assumed that the cardiac output is 
increased a.uring pregnancy. 'l'wo observations support this 
assumption, nalaely: (1) women with apparently normal 
hearts may, during ;.>regnancy, show signs and symptoms of 
cardiac distress, and (2) cardiac u.istress from any cause 
may De promptly relieveu by delivery. 
It is quite unanimously admitted that pregnancy and 
labor increase the work of the heart, there is little agree-
ment on the nature of the mechanism involved. (10) (51) 
(73) a great deal of information is available on the sub-
ject but it is rather often contradictory. 
Ga.mrneltoft (34) in 1926, studied the cardiac output 
in .five women during a number of months before deli very. 
He found that the cardiac output rises progressively dur-
ing pregnancy to a maximum reachea at the 34th week, the 
increases ranging between !,D-60% of the pregravici output. 
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In 1926, Stander, Duncan 9-nd Sisson (96) reported 
stuuies on the heart 0utput in nun-pregnant and pregnant 
dogs. Their results showed th.,t uuring pregnancy the 
minute volume of the heart is markecily increased, being 
one-thir·d to one-half greater than before; and that fol-
lowing labor, the minute volume gradually falls and re-
gains its non-~regnant value within two to three weeks. 
In 192S, Marshall and Grollman (69) introduced the 
acetylene method for determining caruiac output in man. 
This method has been used. since rc:ther than the nitrous 
oxide methou used by previous workers as Gar.ameltoft. 
Stander and. Cadden, (95) using the acetylene method, 
in 1932 reported determinatiuns of cardiac output at var-
ious stages of pregnancy and the _:;mer )erilllll in 13 normal 
women and in four women with heart disease or ne;Jhritis. 
On the basis of their observations, these authors con-
cluded that the heart output in normal preg11ant women 
steadily increases as pregnancy progresses fro:n. the third 
month to full ter~a. Two a.no. twu-tenths litres per square 
meter per minute was determined as the normal level for 
heart output. The cardiac out 1Jut begins to rise above 
the normal nun-pregnant value at the fourth month of pre-
gnancy, gradually increases until at term it is 4.5 litres, 
as compared. with the normal of 2.2 litres per square meter. 
The heart output falls imrnediq.:tely following labor, and 
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regains norrual level .. it the end. of the third wee~ of 
i)Uerr)erium. 
It is incident that such a marked increase in minute 
volume of the heart during gestation must be of utmost im-
portance in patients suffering from caraiac disturbance. 
The additional work ?laced on the heart as a result of 
pregnancy a.c1d labor may be more of a strain than the 
diseased heart can stand, ana. the outcome often is heart 
failure resulting in death. 
Many factors have been considered in the explanation 
of how cardiac work is increased during t1regnancy. Im-
portant among them are the following: (1) general increase 
in body weight; (2) changes in respiratory volllille, espec-
ially vital capacity; (3) increa;;;e in metabolism; and. (4~ 
increase in blood volume. 
Conflicting reports a.;)pear in the literature as to 
the effect of pregnancy on vital capacity. MacKenzie (65) 
in 1904, indicated by actual measurements that what the 
lungs lose in the vertical, they gain in the lateral ex-
cursion. 
In 1930, Alward (1) published numerous readings on 
60 cases whowing a definite tendency for vital capacity 
to uecrease about 201; below the estimated normal just be-
fore labor. Illlinediately after delivery, there was further 
decrease to 2s7; below normal. Then the vital capacity 
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returned to within 5% of the normal. 
Some modern authors, as iwwe, Alcot and Mortimer (:39) 
examined a large number of wo1aen routinely through pre-
gnancy and found an upward trend of the vital.~- ca)aci ty, 
amounting to 10. 61~ per we el{. 
Burwell (10) also found. t:me vital ca)acity does not 
dLninish during pregnancy. lie d.id not explain his reasons 
1'or his opinion. .tie did point out that in patients in whom 
there is reason for heart failure to uevelop~, a definite 
decrease in vital capacity may be a warni~g of approaching 
decompensation. 
Vital capacity studies were made on 31 pregnant women 
during pregnancy and 1 uerperium at the Boston Lying-In. 
'l'here was a distinct tendency for the vital capacity to 
increase during pregnancy and decrease after delivery. 
'I'he average vital capacity showeu a progressive increase 
fr001 the fifth month value 3,300 cc., and it reached its 
highest value of 3,445 cc., in the tenth lunar month. 
After deli very there was a sharp decrease to 3, 204 cc., 
by t:O.e second _post partum ciay. (42) 
A considerable amuunt of work has been done on the 
subject of increase metabolism as a cause of .increase in 
caraiac work. Unuer certain conditions, notably hyper-
thyroidism, increase in metabolis.lil is associated with in-
crease in cardiac work. If an increase in metabolism can 
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be uemonstra ted iJ.1 pregnancy, it might similarly be the 
cause of increase in cardiac vvork. 
In general, writers on the subject have worked in 
one of two ways; either they have studied a few cases 
or have conte.1teci themselves with relatively few tests 
on a large number of cases. 
During pregnancy, the following changes in metabolism 
seem to be established. About 10 to 18 weeks after con-
ception there is a decrease ill the oxygen requirements. 
This is followed by an increase, slow ::1t first, but gain-
ing moL!le11tur.a abuut the 34th week. It reaches a L!laximum 
of somewhat less than 20~b above the .normal shortly after 
delivery. After delivery it begins to decrease and in 
10 to 14 days may reach quite a low level. (90) 
Assuming that the rate of metabolism is closely re-
lated to thyroiu function, the increase in metabolism may 
be attributed to thyroia hyperfunction during pregnancy •• 
(50) 
However, Herring (49) in a carefully conducted exper-
iment on rats failed to fifl.d any enlargement of the thyroid 
during pregnancy; on the contrary, the thyrcid gland was 
on the average 107~ lighter ciuring pregnancy, and microsco-
pically no functional changes could be demonstrated. 
Plass and Yoc~a .. 1 (83) f0und that following delivery, 
the basal metabolic ra ta.falls faster than is usual in 
recovery fro•il hy jJerthyroidisrn. 
' 
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Therefore, in pr.egnancy there may be an increase in 
oxygen consum}tion which may exceeu 257S of the B M R 
while a high metabolic rate of fetus and increased res-
piratory work are factors i11 ~)roducing this increase. 
There is much evidence thi::i.t overfunction of the thyroid 
gla.nd is an irn;)ortant cause. If so, there may result in 
an increase in cardiac work similar to thyrotoxicosis. 
Studies v.rere mac.ie by C0he11 and Thomson in 1939 (19) 
on the total amount of blood i!l the bouy and its com-
position. It was f 0unu. that there was a 1Jrogressive in-
crease in plasma volume from early .t)regnancy through the 
ninth lunar month, when a £naximllil1 of 657h over the average 
normal nun-pregnant value was reached, then a decrease in 
the tenth lunar month. This decrease continued through 
the )Ost partum period, so that by the end of the second 
we el'( the vol rune had reached the normal level for the non-
pregnant woman. The total cell count, measured by the 
hematocrtt, also changed during pregnancy, following total 
blood. volume. The total bloocl. volurne increased to a maxi-
mwn of 457~ over the value for norinal non-pregnant woman 
at the height of the increase. The cause of the increase 
in the plasma is not knmm, but it is thought tmt it might 
be due to endocrine disturbance in ~regnancy. 
Another aspect of the physiology of circulation was 
studied by Cohen and-Thornson (19) concerning the velocity 
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of blood flow in the 2regnant woman. 143 observations 
were made on 36 normal pregnant wolllen, which fell w~fhin 
the normal non-pregnant limits of 9 to 21 seconds. The 
pathvmy between the antecubital vein and the carotia sinus 
was used in making these deter;u.inations. The average 
blood flow is normal early in ~regnancy, increases about 
the 17th week of gestation ana remains increased until 
the 36th week and then dec=eases prior to term. It then 
increases again immediately post partum and finally re-
turns to normal levels by the seventh post partum week. 
Benjamin and Landt (60) found that the arterial pres-
sures showed significant changes during pregnancy. In 
comparison with pressures observed post parturn, the dia-
stolic pressure manifested during pregnancy a greater fall 
than the systolic, so that the )Ulse pressure rose. 
Observations made by '.lhomson and Cohen, Reed (49) 
on venous pressures in 20 normal pregnant women by direct 
venipuncture method showed that all c:£ the values fell 
within the normal range of 3 to 12 ems. of water. Venous 
pressure tended. to be slightly elevated in early preg-
nancy. There was a tendency for the average venous pres-
sure to· decrease slightly toward term ana rise again in 
the puerperiurn. The tendency for venuus pressure to de-
crease in pregnancy concornitant with increasing blood volurae 
seems somewhat parodo~al, but is probably accounted for by 
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the opening of normal unusual venous channels or the dila-
ta ti·Jn of already existing ones. The slight post ;>arturn 
increase in venous pressure may be associated with the 
physiology of lactation. 
Many were valuable studies in addition to those 
mentioned have been made in recent years on the physio-
logy of circu1a tion in the pregnant wo~aan at the Boston 
Lying-In Hospital. 
In sUllllilarizing the physiological changes that occur 
during pregnancy, it is generally assumed that the work 
of the heart is increased during pregnancy, but the causes 
have not been exactly determined. Many factors have been 
considered, especially general increase in body weight, 
changes in the respiratory volumes, particularly the vital 
capacity, and increases in blood volume. It has been found 
that the metabolic rate is increased out of proportion to 
increase i£1 weight. a consideration of hemodynamic changes 
accompaning pregnancy can be useful in giving physiological 
information for the occurrence of many of signs and sym~toms 
of the so called "Gestatory" heart. 
EF'l"ECTS OF PREGNANCY ON THE NOtavlAL HEAHT 
Although it is quite certein that pree:nancy in-
creases the ~ork of ths leart, it is difficult to 
asc9rtain how the organ meets the extra dem8nds 
placed on it. Individual variations seam to play a 
great part in determining the degree to which the 
heart utilizes thq V8r1ous me2ns at its disposal. 
Consequently the effects of pr~vnancy on the ~gart 
may vary, and cardiac chang~s found in one patient 
may not necessarily be fo1Jnd in the next patient. 
On routine examinations of hearts of prea:nant 
women, various v;riters have found changes in auscula-
tory signs, in x-ray shadows and in electrocardiograms. 
The interpretation of these findings is extremely 
difficult, for lack of knowledgs of tte exact physiolog-
ical limits in non-pregnant women. 
During the last months of pr"'lgnancy the growing 
uterus pushes the diaphragm upwards with the result 
that the heart is displaced to the left, upward and 
somewhat in the direction of the anter:ior chest wall; 
at the same time a C"3rtain degree of rotatlon of the 
heart is believed to take place. (30) These changes 
are inconstant in degree and direction and vary 
according to the si?.e and posit~ on of tbe chj ld, the 
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amount of amniotic fluid, th8 strengtr1 of t', e abdo-
minal muscles, and t1T:o constitutionel type of thorax. 
MacKenz1e ( 67) discovered that about th"! seventh 
month of gestation the grm;ing uterus altered the 
shape of the chest, widening it out so that the 
circumference gradually increased. Immediately after 
delivery the circumference diminished, and it did not 
return to normal until sevAral wePks post partum, 
MacKenzie also stated that coincident with the change 
in chest circumference 1tbe heart was frequ"lntly dis-
placed until the apex beat was pushed out one inch 
beyond th9 left nipple line and upwards to the fourth 
interspace, but "no evidence of hypertrophy could be 
percieved." 
As early as 1828, Larcher (61) advanced the 
doctrin8 that considerable cardiac hypr~rtrophy in a 
constant concomitant of pregnancy. The question is 
debated, some authorities believe that a moderate 
hypertrophy takes place during gestation, others that 
a slight dilation occurs. 
If either hypertrophy or dilatation of the heart, 
or both, occur in the course of normal pregnancy, the 
evidence as yet has been inconclusive. F,xperimental 
studi8s on animals do not support thls conten.t:lon. 
Van Liere and Sleeth (101) determined the heart weight 
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and body weigbt ratio in guines pigs, doe:s and ca_ts 
before and during the later part of pregnancy and 
corrected for the wei.d t of tre uterine contents. 
They concluded (1) "that pregnancy does not ca1JSP, 
cardiac hypertrophy in the cat, dog or guinea pig" 
(2) "since pregnancy does not cause hypertrophy of 
the heart in these types of animals, it is unlikely 
to do so in humans;" (3) "increased cardiac work does 
not necessarily produce cardiac hypertr•ophy." In 
regard to the second conclusion, it is only fair to 
question the analogy between experimental animals 
studied and pregnant women on brsis of difference in 
anatomical patterns of placentae and duration of 
gestation. 
A considerable amount of interP,sting work has been 
done on the e1ectrocardiographic changes in normal 
pregnant women. Wilson and Ferrman (103) in 1923, 
failed to find any significant changes in the Electro -
cardiogram in pregnancy. It was Smith (93) who first 
demonstrated left a.xis deviation in pregnant women. 
He found a definite increase in the complexes in all 
leads in pregnancy. Mcilroy and Rendel (70) found a 
right axis deviation in the early months of preg-
nancy. Pregnant women sometimes have a deep Q-wave 
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in Lead III. Carr, Hamilton and Palmer (13} found 
such Q-waves in 14 out of 244 normal pregnant women. 
They were ascribed entirely to change in postion of 
the heart. With these changes in Lead III, ther2 
has been a tendency to inversion of both P-waves and 
T-wa.ves. 
The questi.on of murmurs ir: thP, lattP.r months of 
pregnancy has received a great deeJ of considqration. 
D11rine:r the latter half of p1'egn11ncy, systolic mur-
~1rs are usually hear loudest over thg base of the 
heart in 10-20~0 of normal preg:r:ant women. (30) 
Various theories have been promulgated to account for• 
these "rune tional" or ''accidental" murmurs. 
The physiological hebrt murmurs heard in preg-
nancy are rarely, if ever, diastolic in time. It is 
true however that Gammeltoft (34) in his series of 
239 pregnant women reported diastolic murmurs in a 
few instances, but it is to be noted that these 
were heard over the base of the heart and not over the 
mitral area. 
The incidence of murmurs varies widely, according 
to the literature. Gammeltoft (34) has called these 
functions murmurs i_n pregnancy "gestatory" murmurs. 
Most of the functional systolic murmurs falJ into three 
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groups; those heard over the rnitral area, those heard 
over all the prec ordi um, and tr' ose 'heard ov"'lr- the 
pulmonic area. 
Among t:he 106 murrrurs heard by HE~nley and 
Anderson, (43) 52 were heard over the mitral area, 38 
over the pulmonic, and 16 over both areas. 
Lamb ( 59) found about one half of the functional 
systolic murmurs heerd in pregrnm t women ov~r the 
mj.tral area.. 
Such signs and symptoms, as havA been found by 
the various authorities concerning the normal heart, 
should be borne in mind in making a diagnosis of 
heart disease. The differentiati.on ls elso important 
from the point of therapy. Thse patients require no 
special tr~atmAnt, such as rest or ~rugs, or any de-
viatlon from the usual obstetrical procedures which are 
followed when ther•3 are no cardiac symptoms. 
Accentuation of pulmonic second sound has been 
demonstrated in 30% of normal pregn[;.nt women. ( 30) 
It is apparently due to slight relation its normal 
position by the rising diaphragm, the rotation being 
in sucl1 a direction that the pulmonary value is 
brought nearer to the anterlor chest wall than usual 
and hence its closure is ~ade more readily audible. 
Eastman (30) a~lso states that during the latter 
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months of pregnancy, extra-systoles are of frequent 
occurrence. Various authors have reported them in 
10-50fo of their patients they &re of no clincal 
significance except when associated vlith d'3finite signs 
of heart disease. 
In summarizing the effects of pre:::nancy on the 
normal heart, it has be8n found thnt th9 heart 1s often 
displace upv,ri:>rd and to the J eft as pi-·egn ency pro-
gresses, so that during the 1°st months of gestation, 
the ap8x impulse may be in the f ourtn left interspace 
and the 1eft border of dulJness at or 01Jtside of the 
midclavicular Jine. In some patients th:t.s may be 
falsely interpreted as cardjac enl8rgement, particularly 
when large breasts make palpation and percussion diffi-
cult. Ausculatation of the heBrt usually reveals 
systolic murmurs both apical and pulmonic which are 
"functional 11 and vary vrid1ly in loudness, pitch, end 
transmission. ~xtra systoles and accentuation of the 
pulmonic second sound have bean noted in normal preg-
nr;nt 'Norn.en. 
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RHEUMATIC I!'FF.C'J1Im' AF:: I-EPTWATIC 
Rheumatic fever in childhood is a p1Jblic health 
probl9m just as rnuch as syphilis ~nd tub~rculosis are. 
Sine~ it is &. 1novrn fnct tbYt 1·:heumstic infection is 
the etiological basis of about 90J& of the heart disease 
found in p1•egnancy, the proper appr•oach to this problem 
in pregnancy would be one of prophylaxis in chjJ.dhood,) 
as rheumatic fev~r is usually acquired in childhood. 
Data on the epidemioJogy of rheumetic fev"'lr are 
inadequate at the present time. It is populRrly be-
lieved that rheumatic fever is prevelant in urban 
populations of the temperate zone. It is uncommon in 
the subtropical and tropical r•pions. 
Hheumatic fever is b~J j_~ved to be more common 
among the less favorabJe economic r;-roims. Unfavorable 
environmental c ondl t i.ons, such as cro':;ding, insuffi-
cient food and clothing, and frequent respiratory 
infections, ~:re believed to be factors in the infection 
among underpriveleged children. N~vertheless, rheumatic 
fever does occur &mong the ::-1ore fortunate groups econom-
ically. \'lilson (104) statr:is that rheumatic fever 
disease and that hereditary susceptibility det~rmines 
the familial incidence of rheumatic fever, but not 
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necessarily the ~ol~ condition for the development of 
tl-:e disease. 
The desirability of including rheumatic fever 
among repoPtable diseases is of unqu3stionable value 
in dealing viith tl1is problem. _A gr0at majority of 
the pregnant car·diac patients -,;ho come into physician 1 s 
1 office, have never known p1•ior to this that they have 
a lesion of the heart v.rhich v1as probably of rheumatic 
etiology. 
The etiology of rheumatic fever is unknown. The 
view thnt the rbeumatic process is initiated or acti• 
vated by "streptococcal" respiratory infection ~ns 
b'3en widely accepted. (104) Tbe evidence 1~·hich has 
accumul8ted 1.n support of thj s coricept or1 d.natAd in 
the assoc'rotion of tonsilJitis1 2nd rheumatic fever 
and th~ rheumatic sequelJae of scarlet fever. (104) 
On the basis of th·~ association bet el3n tonsillitis 
and rheumatic fever, Schuman (91) in 1935 has gone so 
far as to state that tonsillectomy should be a routine 
procedure in children to preven possible rheumatic 
infection. 
Rheumatic fever is primarj_ly a disease of child-
hood, with its usual on set and characteristic mani-
festations during this age p0riod. It may be fatal 
within a few we~ks after onset, but the usuBJ course is 
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of any manifestation of tl'e activity of the infection. 
Rh-;uma tic i.nfec ti on involves fl lJ ~-issues of th"' ""'eP rt, 
tbe endocaY·dium, mvocsrdiun, i'nd th~, r"'r1cf:rr'1hnn. 
Cecil (15) states ttct ab0ut 85~ of p~rsons rrto 
have 'rad r'""'umatic feve' :in ch~ ldl-00d develotJ chronic 
defo-::'min{2: vsivulsr cHses.s':l of the Yesrt. 'T'r,is usi.rnlly 
begins in chilcJrnod, l'~nd is fc:uric moc-t comrr.only in 
the decades from 15-35 yrs. the period of child bearing 
in t.he woman. The most fr0quently observed chronic 
valvular lesion is that of rr.itral stenosis. 
Briefly, tho. pa tr~ology of and in .. ' chronic valvular 
diseasa consists of a scaring of the cusps end short-
ening of the chordae tendinae. There is a tblckening 
of th~ lin~s of closure of the 6u~pSf to one anott~r; 
and finally a fu?ion of thg · .. "roJe vaJve into one 
fibrous mass wbic'h leaves but a narrow funnel-shaped, 
button bole, or fisl:-moutt open 1ng in th"' valve. 
Hardening even to the point of calcification may occur 
in long standing conditions of aortic stenosis and 
mitral stenosis. 'Jlhen the valve is so deformed that 
it can no long0r close com113t·::ly, ree:;urgitation, or 
insufficiency, is said to be preser:t; and \chen the 
deformity causes obstruction of the normal onward flow 
of blood, stenosis is said to exist. (15) 
Clinical signs of mitral valve lesions are as 
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follows; an apical diastolic murmur, with or without 
a trrilj, vrhicl b~::;;ins a brief intervc J after the 
second ~ound. rrr-·r-ire may or n'BY not be a presystolic 
crescendo murrr.ur at the e:nd of it. Trjs is tne only 
positive sign of mitral vaJve Jes1on. There are ot~er 
s~gns 1·,ci~- :Indicate ttie probabj]it·' of mit:rrJ 18slon 
systolic mu:·mur rr· sking 1-h0 first sound, hesrd best at 
the apex, and transrritted to th~ sxilJa and th?· back is 
fair evidenc~ of mitral d•mage with regurgitation. 
Roentgenologic findiEg of 2 heart enlarged trans-
versely wi tr. prom1 rnmce of th0 lPft upper border is 
also good evidence of mitral valve disease. 
Marked accentuation of the pulmonic second sound 
is a usual findinr in chronic mitral dis8ase. 
Bramv.rel~ and Longson (8) found mitral st.~nosis 
to be tbe commonAst valvular 1esj_on i.n pr9griant women. 
In their series of 293 cases, it wqs pr"'~~nt a1one in 
260 cases, and in c anbin' ti on w:1 tJr other va 1 ves in 33 
cases. Aortic in('ompeta.nce W'S found in 31 cases. 
Blumenfeld (3) reports tto -:r.cid~nce of va1vular 
lesions found at the Bronx Hospital in a series of 50 
cases. Single valve l8sions were fo:1nd in five cases, 
and combined lesions in 45 cases. The most frBquent 
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combination was 1:'1:1-tr,-1 sterosis, and insufficiency found 
42 cases. Mitral insufficiency alone was present in 
three cases, r-itral stenosis in two, pulmorn:iry stenosis 
in two, and aortic insufficier.cy in one cases. 
Breed and White (9) found on incidence of 68% mitral 
stenosis, 19% mitral stenosis and aortic insuffciency, 
9% mitral insufficiency, 2% mitral stenosis with aortic 
insufficiency and stenosis, and 2% non-rheumatic at 
the Massachusetts General Hospital. 
Thomson and Hamilton (9) have concluded that "the 
average 'f,Oil.ng v1oma.n with rheumatic heart disease is 
determined to bear children and fullftl ho.r life de-
spite of her handicap." They found 78 of 150 of their 
private patients, ':rho werg of child-bearing age with 
rheumatic heart disease, produced 169 living children 
during a ten year period which they state is a higher 
fertility rate than has been reported by some groups 
of college women for ten years after graduation. 
Summary: 
Rheumatic fever is a disease of childhood. It 
is more common in colder climates and is rarely seen 
in the tropics. 
The period of life when women become pregnant is 
the time when rheumatic fever runs its cou~se. Neihaus 
(74) states that 90'% of heart disease complicating 
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pregnancy is rheumatic. Mitral stenosis is the rrost 
connnon valvulsr lesion. Therefore in order to reduce 
morbidity and mortality from this lesion in pregnancy, 
one must attack th.:i problem of rheumatic fever in 
childhood which necessitaL:::!s the cooperation of many 
specialists as pediatrician, nutritionist, social 
worker, general practicioner, end cardiologist. 
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THE PROBIEM OI· DILGNOSIS IN l EEGJ\ANCY 
Many of the sit:ns and symptoms which are cr~ara.cter­
istic of leart diseas~, such as eppa~9nt cardioc en-
largement, systolic murmurs, accentuation of P2, and 
shortness of breath, occur in tr9 raus 0 of prep-r:!'lncy 
when the heart is normal. Th'"'se cricng~s may re~ernble 
heart disee.s~ so U:Bt a defin:i tP. C..iegnosis is not alwc.ys 
possible. All expert authors on the sub~ect have 
stressed thi~ difficulty. Hamilton (41) recoiznlzed its 
importance to the Po:i nt vFhere re estebJ isted e special 
categor'.lr of "possibJe 1-eart disease." 
A history of rheumatic infect1on pro~abJy imulies 
a 50~ chance that the patient has rheumatic heart 
disease and t.he significanc"'. of any suggestive findings 
is rrar~edly enhanced. (31) 
Dyspnea in certsin circumstances has been mentioned 
by J3nsen, {53) to be a crit9rion for diegnosis of heart 
disease. He states also ttet pregnancy may ~ause dyspnea. 
an effort and even ort~opn~a. Increasing dyspnaa is 
not a certain sign of heer~ disease. If, towever, 
Jensen adds, 'heart disease is known to be present, 1 t 
is a sign that the diseased 1-~ear·t is becorring e'!l"bPrassed. 
A history of dyspn~e on effort before concention is 
much more vB1uabJe, especi8J1y if 'ahored l'r:Bthing 
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was provoked by less Pnd Jes<:> effort. 
<T:;nsen (53) mertions that "palpit2tion" is n sywp-
tom too indefinlte to be of much value, but an observed 
tachycardi2 of 100 or more, pers i 2 ti.ng in spite of 
rest is suggestive of cardiec embE rasserr:.ent though 
not necessarj_Jy of orgenic heart di2ease. Other causes 
of tachycardia. should be considered also. 
Cardiac enlargement - is of little value unless it 
is definite. Difficulties in palpation and u~rcus-
sion of heart have been c <?ated by tb~ increase size of 
the breast and by cardiac displecem~rt by the diaphragm. 
These diffjculties Blso apply to x-ray examlnations 
wt.ich a.re often rr:i sle2djng iJnl~ss the prysiologjca.l 
changes in pregnancy are borne in 1rind. l'hysio1ogica.lly, 
the ~ha.dew is l-otr en1rrged •=rnd dj splaced, and tbere-
fore, u pettologjcally enlarged heart may be difficult 
to identify. Therefore all cases of sligtt or moderate 
cardL1c enlarg"ment dur>ing pregnF:i:-:.cy require corrobora-
tion.before a di26-nosis of patLological hyp?-rtrophy can 
be ma de. ( 30) 
Murmurs may be significe.nt. More than 90% of 
pregnant women with geniunely injured hearts bave 
mitral stenosis. The diagnosis of mitral st~nosis 
is based on the characteristic diastolic or pre-
systolic murmur. (30) The othAr comm0n cardiPc l">sion 
) 
of pre,;:z:rn· rt v.rom""n :i. C' 8.ort 1 c j r ~1;ff' j c i 8ncy. 'The dtasto] ic 
mi.1rmur of flor-t-j_c in::ufficieney.is heard best not over 
the so-called "aortic area" but to the left or over the 
body of th~ ster-num. It is e ti pr· pj tched ~Nhiff which 
replaces or fol,ows trA seconr: souna. Tr?r~ is no 
intervaJ r-etweer: tre secor:d sound and tb" murmur, as 
in the cs.se of the diastoJ ic murmur- of mi tral st"'mosis. 
Eastma (30) has mentioned otLer estab1isbed signs 
of card!!- c iseas0, wbich are not simul"ted by gestation-
al cl anges ;hicr mBy be depended upon to be helpful in 
the diagnos s of heart disease in pregnant women. These 
signs rr·ay b innvmert-ted as fo1 cows: a precordial ttrill 
wh'. c;:-; is a efinite 11purr'' and not a slip-bt vibration, 
iI•re:-:·ular r ythm persisting after exercise, especially 
if the rate is 120 p "'r minute or !--j a'r0r, an unmistakable 
friction r1J ., "':"." 8XT!B:r'.'0 iJe pi.JJset1on of tt 0 JJvi:=l-r which 
occurrs mos ccmr·1only as a ri:=lsuJ t of relBtive in':'.11fficiency 
of thP. tric spid value, due to djlatation of tr"' rigrt 
ventricle 2 d concomi td1t stretcr. v,O' of tr9 tric 11spid 
value. 
Arrhyt1mias have the same siznificance in pregnancy 
as at other times. In the child bearing age, auricular 
fibrillatio most often occurs in association with 
rheumetic }-, art disease, tov,ever, otter causes, especial-
ly hyperthr dism may som::·times be effective. 
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The criterlon 1Jsed ry Carr end Thomson (42) at the 
Boston Lying-In clinic for the di!::gnosis of heart disease 
are tYose of t'he criterie conmitte of the N=:w York 
Heart Association. The criteri· for diagnosis are as 
follows: (1} enlargen:ent (2} a dh st·olic murmur (3} 
significant d1.sorders of the bea. t ( 4) signs or history 
of cardiac fa5lure ("anginal" or "congestive" or "par-
oxysmal dyspnee."). 
Niehaus (74) mentions several factors which are 
important in the diagnosis of heart disease i.n pregnancy. 
Cardiac enlarg 0 ment deter·mined by palpation of the epex 
beat, by p~rcussion, or x-ray is significant. Tl''e degree 
of h~art anlercement ard the degree of deficiency closely 
parallel ea.ch other. "An enlarged heart is n~ver normal," 
claims 1-1 iehaus. Signs of congest:lve faihJre ~vi_d~nced 
by bre[1 t.hlessness, cou""r· snd rnJes in the lung bases, an 
enlerged liver, &nd ederre of t~~ extrerr 4 ties ar9 other 
factovs. A history of auricular fibrillation also has 
been pointed out l·y Niehaus~ as a definite mil0stone of 
the progress of rheumatic heart disease • 
. In summari~ ing the various signs e.nd symptoms 
suggesting heart disease, it can be stated that many of 
the same on'3s ccn be seen v:r.en the heart is normal. 
This has necessitated the use of a preliminary diagno~is 
of "possible heart disease." Certain points support e. 
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diagnosis of rheumatic heart disease. A history of 
rheumatic fever is suggest:tve. Dyspnea and Tachycardia 
h[:,ve relative value. They may be produced by pregnancy, 
but in the presence of hsert disea-e, they indicet~ that 
the damaged heart is becoming embarassed. Cardiac en-
largement is of diagnostic ve.1ue onJy wri:>n defin:ite. A 
presystolic murmur over· the apex, end a diagnostic over 
the aortic area ar~ more suggest1ve. Systolic murmurs 
must be considered in re1etion to ot'h":'!r findirgs. 
Arrhythmias a.re of same diagnostic value in prep:nancy 
as those of tr-"' non-py·eg1v rt woman. 
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INCIDENCE OF RHEUMATIC h""EAh'I' DIS"EASE 
Since rheumatic heart d1sease is not a notifiable 
disease, ~xcept in tre Scandiravian countries, the 
incidence among crlld-bearing ~·.'omen is r::ot abso1utely 
known. Tre figures 1xhicf1 wilJ be ouoted a'~·e those 
wr.jcl: com~ from tre r~corded exper1.erce of ve.rious 
c1in1cs. 
After the first isolated disasters of valvular 
heart disease and pregnancy had b8en reported, cases 
were collected into series. In the beginning these 
contained only the very sick patients and the death 
rate was very high as in MacDonald's group of cases. 
MacDonald (65) stated that the death rate from heart 
disease in pregnancy was over 60%. He failed to say 
that he based his conclusions on a series of advanced 
cases and applied ttem to heart diseas~ in general. 
Therefore one must 'be on guard in rnalyzinl!-
statistics, as tbe.y can be inter'":reted in many ways and 
may not be a fair sample. 
While it is true that statistical results can 
re.rely be applied to ind'tviduaJ cases, they express in 
a brief and pointed manner the accumulated experience 
of the writers of the various i:rticles, and as such are, 
a valuable guide to the clinician. 
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In the determination of the incidence of rheuma-
tic heart disease, certain fectors such as geographical 
di strubuti on must be considered. Tr.e disease preve.ils 
in Central, Northern and Western Europe, including 
nortrern Italy. It 1 s mre 1 n Austra.lia and SoiJtf; 
Americe, except arrongst u-,e jm,.,.igre.nts. (53) 
In the U. S. severi:=J observations have been 11".ede 
on the p1'evaJence of the d~_sease 1n var~('IUS ~ections. 
It is quite a v·e11 sstab1is1-·ed fact tl->rt it nrev!l11s 
in tt-~e damp ,.. 1"'11 d aren s of tl:. -- eastern portion of the 
U. s., w.~1le it 1~ much le~s ~ommpn in the dry and 
• • :+ 
arid climates of the Southwest. Harrison and Levine 
- (45) found the incidence relrtively low in the middle 
west. Hanley and Anderson (43) found the incidence of 
rheumatic heart disease very low in Southern California. 
Various mAtYods have been employed to l~arn· the 
incidence of rheumatic neart diseBse among tr.e wh:l.te 
women of child-bearing age suc"b as autopsy statistics, 
as well es case reriorts from varjous clinics. 
Davis and Weti:is (26) in 1932 found that 9.1% of 
patients dying in the Boston City Hospital had rheumatic 
heard d:tseese. Rothcl~ild, Kngel, and Gross (88) found 
heart disease in 6~ of 3,000 autopsies in New York. 
T ese reports are from a certe1n geographical 
sectio of the u. S. where rbeum8tic infection is 
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prevelant, and tterefore can not be appJicabJe to ell 
c limBtes end r~gions of the U. S. They do not help, 
therefore tovmrd a prec ticB 1 estimate of tb~ evidence 
of voJ.vuJ.~r h~art disease in pregnancy. 
Jensen (53) found in 2,200 autopsies performed 
at the St. Louj_s City Hospi ta] 41 cases or 1.86%' with 
mitral lesions of rheumatic etiology 2nd 15 cases or 
68% wit~ aortic sterosis. 
In t1·e case reports rc:c oreed bv c ompe tan t observers, 
figures vary gr~etly. Fit~geraJd (32) of the Cook 
County Hospital in Ctjcaro reports Pn incidence of organic 
heart d1sease in the preratel c2incis of 0.66~; Fitz-
gibton (33) states the i:nctdence to be 0.16%'; wllile 
Daly ond Strouse (24) also estirrrte the 5ncid~nce to be 
in the lower brac1nts 0.25%. 
Stander and Kuder, (77) of the New York Lying-In 
in 1931 report t:te incider.cce of orgs.nic heart dises se 
in their clinicrl pati?nts to be 3.97%. In 141 157 
patients, 56 were found to have ve.lvular lesions. 
Lamt (39) found it to be 2.7%; Scturnan (91) mentinns 
the incidence at the Sinai Hospital in Balt5rrore to be 
2.3%. 
A majority of the otr,er rer>orts bv reliable antbors 
state that tbe incidence of be'; rt cli sea se in pregnancy 
r•'nges bet;"een one and tvro per cent. An incidence of 
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cardie.c disee.se in pregnancy of 1.6% is 0uoted by both 
Pardee {82) and lfunro Kerr. (57) Cle.hr, Klein and 
Greenstein {16) of the New York City Hospital found 
their incidence to be 1.8%; and Gorenberg, and McGleary 
(36) at the Margaret Hague Naternity Hospital of Jersey 
City and Jensen, Wegner and Keyes (55) of St. Louis 
City Hospital estim1 te an incidence of 1.2%. Reis and 
Franventhal (86) as well as Vlatson ( 102) from the Sloane 
Hospital report 1.3%. C[:rr & Hamilton {12) of th~ 
Boston Lying-In gives a incidence that of 1.1%, having 
found 500 cases of heart diserse in 45,069 obstetrical 
deliveries. 
An impression of the irrnor ance of heart disease 
in pregnancy may he geined by a study of the rate it 
plays in mat~rnRJ rrortel~ty. It is on~ of tr~ most 
important ca11s<>s of dee tr ~ r connection chi ln-heering, 
possibly the most important cause cf deatt in labor. 
Eastman (30) believes th~t only toxemia and sepsis 
claim more lives during pregnancy 2nd puerperium than 
does heart disease. 
In summarizing the estimate of incidence of heart 
disease! the available data fe.11 into three groups. The 
highest incidence of 6-9% in found by anatomical 
examination. An incidence of 2-3% based on simp1~ 
ph~.'sical ")Xam!nstion; \'.-hlle tr.·~ lowest incidence of 
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about l~ is indicated by statjst1ca1 anaiysis. 
Proba.b1y the statist:i.c8J snslyses, indirect though 
they may be, come clos~r to t~e truth, ~nd t~e i~ctdence 
of heart disease cmong women of the child-bearing age, 
li~s between 0.6 - 1.0%. 
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THE VALUE OF A FUNCTIONJ'..L 
CLA~·SIFICA'IT01' 11 i:F:rmrcs1s 
The corr 0 ct estjme•e of D~o~nosis •r ~e~rt ~isease 
a.rd preP:rs~c·>r -:is of imrrense '.1qcrta11ce, fo:r or 1t r8sts 
the managerrent of the indivjdual ces~ to a lar~e extent. 
Feart disease .!s a treech~ro1 1° compl"cBt'0n of Pr"lr:rnrrcy 
wt:lcr- tbe mB ~oy·i ty of cB~es g:o l 1·01J·:': pregnancy, labor, 
and puerperium wi t:hout incident. Tr"e problerr. as to 
whett.-:er a .~:iven pati::;nt mey und":r ta1''3 or· continue her 
pregnancy, is the ::istim&tion of h--'.1' car·di8c reso,rve, 
and th; relative dirnunition of it wh(ch may be expected 
from pre,r;::nanc:;;- end labor. 
Reddick (84) f0els thst pror-rosis r8solves its0lf 
into bPlencj_ng t:be c:xtra b11rden 1v/tjcr pregnancy will 
impose on the hr.:;ert, versus the ability of the heart 
to carry out that work. Th8 consens11s of opinj_on of 
manv writers is tr at t' e TF ot ~ c:m j s a VBY'V di fficu J t. 
on"', bece1Jso, ptys1cjan is C8Jled on befor 0 th~ b<:>ginviing 
of pregnancy or durir:g th'?- e£lrly months to o,sti'l'late the 
caps~1J1ty of the ~ear+ to r~act some month 0 lat~r to 
a str'rjn.th'e severity of i··lricr no on? csn fulJy and 
adeq~1at:;ly pri:id~ct. It is impossirle to state ',it"'h 
muc:r. accuracy the r;atu1·e and d1Jr& tj on of labor in a 
iven patient. In addition to the medical factors in 
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a given case, there ere ot~ 0 r factor~ sue~ as social 
and economic ~~ich rrust 0Jso be reigted. 
0n'3 may see v:omer. v1i th ~ lmost 2ny typo, of reart ... 
lesion, go throu)-:; preg:.ancy, lr 1:,or, rr:d the puerperium 
with little or no dif·ficulty. (84) Obviously then the 
structural lesion, is of little or no value as a 
foundetion for prot:nos.is, There is an old belief that 
mitral stenosls alone is suffjci•mt cau8e to interrupt 
pregnency. (84) And yet there arq CBS~P r 0 ported in 
thP. literature wheri:i pregr·&nt wom"n vritb !'l":itrel stenosis, 
evqn with comr·ined mitrr 1 stenosis 8nd aortir. insuffic-
iqncy, go thYough pr"!gn8ncy unev-entfuJly. 
The earlier writers tesed t~~1r pro~~os1s of heart 
disease on tr.:> ana<:;omicaJ lesj on prqs.:>r>t. Thqir results 
indicatq thst tre anetom1.ca1 lesio]'.'} is riot a rAliab1e 
bas ls for prot_~r.os 1 s. "he r·e has been much discussion by 
pr~sent day v1ri tr·H'S as to 
based upon t~e structural 
1 ts functional cav city. 
vfr et: ':r prognos i" s:r ould be 
ch~ n, e in th 3 h~s.rt or upon 
Jense~,(53) Mcilroy and 
Rendel, (70) and Lamb, (59) accept tb~ functional 
classification as one of the meny factors in prognosis. 
The c lassifice ti on is not a p<?rfec t one, l: ov~e.,,Ar, as 
sometimes as pregnrncy advanc"'s, a. pr:tie.nt rrust be 
transferred to a less favorabJe class. In these cases 
tbo. term of prP.gr' ncy at +>e timP. ·11r., 0 n tr"' cl:"'sngo. occurs 
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and tbe rate of er.~ ngc.i may irflu"'nce UP pro~·nosis. 
In 1894, Sears (92) su~gested a prognostic 
classification hased on th"' f1,i'1ct~on8] abl1lty o-r· r<=>8rt 
pPti<=>rts. In 102], th~~~ eppear~d tre ~~nor'Pnt ~o~o­
gr8ph of Sir Jam0s KacKende (67) on ''Heart Disease and 
Pregnsncy," in wr,icr· he po·inted out that thP str1Jctural 
lesion '"lon<=> :ts rot Gn °d,~a1mtP cri terlor: on ·"'!-'." C",__ to 
bose prognosis, but rcotY~ t"' r 1 mc-t'cn.~1J abUitv of 
tr.e h"lart is th~ :::: : gnifj cant factor in prognosis. 
In 1922, Pardee, (80) for many years cardiac con-
sultant to the Lying-In Hospital of New York City, 
advocated the grading of the. functional capacity of the 
heart based 011 the patients history of her reaction to 
the routine of hAr every day life. After 1924, Pardee 
grouped hi~ pregnant cardiPc patients accordinrr to the 
functional classification introduced the preceeding 
year by the New York Heart Ass.ociation. T!>is scheme 
is now widely used; it has teen adonted by the American 
Heart Association for the gred1np of p?t1Arts. (78) 
Pardee (80) not only investigated the ability of 
th,se catiAnts to carry the5r usuel household tasks, 
biJt J::e alJo·r;ed the pctier,tr--. to pe,..·fQrm certain e ercises 
and then observed t.hei:r puJse, resp1rations and general 
reaction. The exercise consisted in swinging a five to 
ten pound dumb bell between tte 10gs to str·cig:c t over 
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head. 
Pardee (80) found thet a norrr:s] pr""~·,r.rnt worren 
coul~ swing a 10 DOur-d dumb cell wjthout distress 20 
times with orJy s1iei:l-t a':ount of dyspn""', ::ni:': eccelera-
tion of pulse to 120 per minute and by +he end of a 
mim1te, respirBtjors s}0icJri 1-,,,. ~orm9J et tr 0 o,;ir'J of two 
minutes. Pardee places al 1 pregnant women in groups 
1-4 and by trie rato,s the degree of cBrdiac irrpairment. 
ivrore recently JfC"IJ.roy Bnd P~ndeJ ('70) and ~rncLenran (68) 
have carried out sjm~19J clss~ifi0-t1on. 
Patients belon~ing to Class I (Pardee's) are atle 
to carry on their usu~] household activiti~s Rithout 
difficulty. 1;.;ven jn the Jatter· months of pregmncy, 
they can climb two flit_hts of stairs without under 
stortness of breath. The~ have no su 1 jectiv 0 reason 
for suspecting cardiac disee8e. 
Patients in Class I can be expected to go t~rough 
p1~egnar::cy, lebor, nd th'°' p1J"'rp?rlvrr wittout untovrnrd 
event. Among t:r~ cases so cless"ld by P2rdee, (80) none 
showed any evidence of csrdi2c emberassem0 nt d,J,.,ing or 
after 1ahor. On"! pe tl ~T't died, r~u t tri"" was th~ rAs1Jl t 
of pn~umonia Gnd the heart pleyed no role. Among t~e 
58 cases so i;rrmrned by ~"cI lroy end F:endel, ('70) all 
ha~ unevertfuJ p~ef~ancies and Jetors so far as the 
heart is concerned. MacI,em:ia.n ( 68) found the t tbeir 
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ca.sea were very littJe or B.t eJJ c11.stul'1:v~d by labor 
and v-e vast ma.ior1tv of tr,.,m de 1 1v,,,.red spontaneou!Hy. 
Patients in Class 2A are a1-le to carry on usual 
duties, but i_n so do:tng a e:rp,,,rier-c~ 8ome di·'comfort, 
particulerly shortr:ess c-f breetr. Thev sh01J'd be able 
to complete tbe clirrbing of two fJi~z' ts of stairs, but 
only at the expense of con siderab1A dys ;;n~a and tachy-
cardia. They sbould be ab1e to swing the dumbbell 
20·-'25 times but the reactio at the end will be rather 
marked and will persist for three minutes or rrore. 
Patients in this group usue lJ y co througr pregnancy and 
labor safely. In some instances, evidence of' mild 
cardiac errbarassement msy occur durin~ Jebor and on rare 
occassions more serious co~plications dev~lop. Among 
the pat1~nts grouped in t~is cJassific~t1on hy Pardee, 
(80) Mcilroy and Rendel, (70) and 11rracI.ennan (68) as a 
whol,..,, did sa ti sfa 0t ori ly,_ snd the:r ~- were no instances of 
colJapse during Jrbor. 
Patients in CJass 2B were unahle to carry out their 
more difficv 1t household di; ties with cut Yaving to stop 
on account of fatigue, slortness of breath or palpita-
tion. Such pati~nts would find it necessary to stop 
for rest while climbing two flif)Hs of stairs, and they 
would be unable to con plet~ 20 swings of th.e dumb bell 
because of dyspnea or palpitation. Pregnant women in 
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this group pr~sent a s 0 rj ous proh J em to tre obstetric ie.n, 
es f· surstar'tiaJ protion of tr 0 m deve1op congestive 
heart failure before the puerpereJ state is ended. 
Patients in Class III, may be said to be definitely 
decomp 1msated. They er~ nra Jo to do !'1f1Y household 
tasl .. or climb a !"irc:Je fligrit of stc-irs. As a rule, the 
t~st exercise is superfJuons. 
Carr (11) in 1938 stated: that this procedure appears 
successful in Pardee's hands. li"' and Hamilton are of 
tl:e opiriion that pulse re.te end re~pire tions are too 
variable, even in tte normeJ irdiv1duaJ to b~ accurate 
guides to hee.rt function. 
The Am<Jrican Heart Associetion Classificati.on is 
• f j an outgrowth of MacKenzies teac~ _nc. In obstetricel 
cardiology it 1'-·r, s received the si_1pport of suer p~rsons 
as: Pardee, Eastman, (30) Mcilroy, and Rendel, {'70) 
MacLennan (68) and Gilclirist. (35) 
The classification is as follows: 
"class I-Patients suffering from organic 
heart disees~, abJe to carry on ordirary physical activity 
" without discomfort. 
"Class II•Patients suffering from organic heart 
disease, unable to carry on ordinary ptysical activity 
wi tbout discomfort. 
t• 
(A) Activity gr~atly limited. 
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(B} Activity slightly limited. 
'
1 Class III,..Pa ti en ts suffering from organic 
heart disease ~· owing dAfiri te symptoms of heart failure 
when at r'"'st. 11 
Roughly speakin~, cases feJ1ing into Classes I and 
IIA, would have a good progrosis. ttos~ faJlinq into 
Class IIB would have s !2'l1s1•ded pror:rosis, ~nd those in 
Class III, a poor pJovnosi~. 
T:t~e classificatlon used by Bramwell (6} 9.nd Hamilton 
(31-"} differs from P·e Am~rican H°!ert Associstior:s group-
ing. Like that of the American Heart, it has three 
classes but have 2n entirely differl?.nt s ig~nificance-
C lass I includes severe cardi&c disAaee, whi1e Class III 
includes "possible heart diEease." 
Using t~e classification of the American Heart 
Association, Stander (94} of the New York I,yinp:-In, in 
1938, reports on a ,, 0 ri3s of 43C wom""n suffering from 
cardiac disees~. In thi~ five yqa:r studv duPirg the 
p~T'i od of 1932-J 937, there were 20, 95'7 obstetrical 
discharge' end the incidence of ~~art disease was 3.5% 
of the tota.1 number of pre p-n8 rcy. The di. s tri bu ti on of 
cardi2c pat1~nts i:;ccordin:: to fu::.ctionRl classificat~_on 
was 50.5% in Class I, 37.3% in Class IIA, 10.4% in Class 
IIB and 1.8% in Class III. 
By totaling tbe cases .;Jeviewed by the following 
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men (a series of 1.428 cases) as Gilchr•ist, (35) Mcilroy 
and Rendel, (70) MacLennan, (68) Lamb, (59) Daicbman, 
and Kornfeld, (22) Hanley end Anderson (43) and Naish, 
(73) the prognostic value of a functional classification 
is definitelv indicated. The total death rate was Jess 
than 0.5% in either Group I and IIA, rising to 5.3:3% in 
IIB, while in Group III it rose to 22.61%. 
Jensen (53) fe,els thflt tr'i s met~ od of cJessification 
is valuabJe, but also stat~s t~rt tte nro~~osis heart 
di seas"l and pregn- ncy ls too c orr: 1lica 1 ed to be 1=mt i Y'e ly 
deter>m~ red thereby. Further h.e ei:oe s on to rr.~ntton, the 
varjous causes of deet~ s~ould be considered as well as 
the tiJT1e tr1er~of in reletior, to conception and delivery, 
that one may la10-.," what to f ar and et what th;;e to fear 
it. Age, the anetornical lesior:, t1l'!in pregr1· ncy, and 
hydramnios all heve been tLourL to [ffect pro2:nosis. 
Branwell (5) believed tt.e no~t jmportant cor:sijera-
tions rs regar·dR to prognos1 s ar'e: 
(1) The p~Asence or absence of heart failure 
and awi~1_iJ l'lr fibrillation, (2) the extent of stru,...tural 
l"'.sions, ~nd (3) t} r:l temp1?rernent rnd economic circum-
sten"es bf t 1-i::> nritidrt end '"'Y' wil, ingnPss to adapt 
her mode of life to t~~ ]imitations pleced on it by a 
damrged heart. 
It 'bRS l'egri of+e!"' s~J.d n·. t 8 v,etiert V'itl-i -rritral 
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stenos is m-1 pr·t 'ba.ve two or tr-. re A pre i:rr:8nc le s, bi1t sr ou] d 
not heve any more, si-rce eac'· nr~P.:"::'rc'r • rl<~~ GWP.Y so:rre-
thing from,,. ~r crr-dit=:c resccrve. Harr.ilton °nd '.T'Jiomson (42) 
have estirrPted that tte death rate fo~ pstjents in th~ir 
second end third pregnn cies rve~~ge 4.6~ in e g~oup of 
750 cardJ r cs, afi.~r the f ourt'- it averaged 6. 71a. 
Whatever may be the risk of pregnancy, the risk is 
repeated in each pr·egn0ncy. Hamilton and Thomson (42) 
do not believe ths.t ther~~ is any speci~l numb~r of preg-
nancies when the risk for a~;oth"'.r crF:ges. If a cardiac 
has passed the age of 35 years, her ctance of heart 
failure is hif~er, and if ~er ~eart condition ~as ctanged 
between pregnanci 0 s or du1'jnp.: P pree".n"'ncy from s. "favor-
abl"'" to an unfe.vorable group, her risk is much higher. 
Strayhorn (98) wrote "Trat a close cooperation 
between internist and obstetricj_i:m, trA outlook is not 
so bad es has een 1n the pest. NegJected, the dangers 
are 5ust as great, the mortality is ~urt as high." 
If the mother is suffering from an act1ve rheum' tic 
infection, it is felt that pr·~gnancy under trese cir-
cumstances is undesirable. In sddition to the ill eff~cts 
on the motber, the child may be born with rheumatic 
carditis. Levine (64) has reported instarces of acquired 
intrauterine infection. 
The question of whett_o,r pregnancy shouL'.!. be undertaken 
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\__..·' 
or not has arou2ed considerable interest. If there is 
any evid"?nce of congest..ive failur-e, in tre past or 
pres~nt, Levine (64) believe~ no future pregnancy should 
be undertaken, because t:hr->re is c. great risk of ro,cur-
·' 
r"'nce of this state and life '?.xpectancy after such en 
event is so stort. 
Strayhorn (98) also supports this opinion of Levine 
and states that if a prtient bas ever h~d cardiac failure, 
she sl:o1Jld be advised aga1n~t ,..,, 0 r:-isge and pregnaricy. 
Reis end FrArl~entbal (86) fee1 trat the clinical 
course of tre cardiac durin.17 tb3 per1 od sur'~e011ent to 
her l~st nregnancv should afford en index of ~qr safety 
in futn~'e pregnnncies. It has been pointed out that 
while a primipara may stand pregnEncy and labor unevent-
fulJy, ste may die some years lbte1· as a cardiac failure 
in a second pregnancy. This fact is of prognostic 
significance as mitral disease of rheumatic origin is a 
notoriously progressive disease. 
There are differAnces in the advice which a phy-
sician should give wren the question whi:-.th~r a pntient 
should undertake a first or subsequent pregnancy. Levine 
(64) is of the opinion that, even when there is some 
doubt as to the exact state of the heart, ::; slight added 
risk should he hazarded for the _ioy of having a child 
in contrast to a childless 1:tfe. The situation is 
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differert if the patient when the patient has one or 
more hsaltry children. Daichman and Kor•nfeld (22) are 
of the opinion "that the fact that one pr3gnancy will 
do no harm is no proof that another one will not" 
Danforth (65) feels that the patient witt cardiac disease 
sriould be advised so that pregm ncy wilJ take place 
during the early years of rarried life, as it wilJ be 
borne better a.t this time. 
King {58) is of the opinion that the economic status 
f' of the ffmily should influence the prysician~ .iudgement, 
becaus~ it 1s oft~n more work to raise end care for 
children then to bear them. The hard work during their 
infancy and chi.ldhood may rreak down the cardiac reserve 
more so than Pe actusl ord<>al of pregna~y. 
In summari7.ing, ti,e prognosis in each indivldual 
case should le based on the functional capacity of thP, 
heart rather than on the structural type of lesion. The 
adoption of thA American Heart Association Classification 
has avoided much confusion and has been helµful in aiding 
the determination of pPognosis in cerdiac cases. Social 
and ecomonic status of tbe patient as well as dPsires 
of the patient to have c?~ldren should be considered. 
The prognosis, even witt t~e eid of th 0 fun~tional class-
ification, is sti lJ very urc8rtBin. If c onges ti vi=i fallure 
has ever been present, it should be a contraind"tcrtion 




AUF .. ICULAh F'IBhILJ .ioTIO~ Il\ tEi:;:ur,;~_'.l IC 
HEAhT DISEf\SE 
Auricular fibrilJetion is • disorder of rhythm 
which is E common eccompBnimer:t of rheumatic heart 
diseaso., and G11c"hrist end l\Turray-Lyon (35) states 
that it occurs in acout one-rs 1 f of ti· 0 severer c e ses 
of mitral stenosis. It is e defirite msl"1ft>cit·-t· m of 
incre sinf: cardiec 1:1rrb' Y'f f'sement and as the comrron 
forerunner of con.P'estive he~ rt f91 1 ur-"", auricular fibril-
lation caJ 1. s for specj al co:nsid'3r.c,tion in connect1 on 
with pregnancy. 
Since the days of MacKen ie, auricular fibrilla-
tion has been almost universally regarded as a serious 
comi:1lication of pr'efne.ncy. In the v.omen of the; child-
bearing 1;1ge group, f11:>rjlleticn is du!'>. to rreurrat.ic 
heart d1see so. rath--r tr~an other forms such as·. thyrotoxi-
cosis. 
Jensen (53) is of tre ooinion thet tho, clinician 
has assumed a too opt1" iPtic attitude :in ro':"ard to auri-
cular f1br1J.la11on ~n r,..'e1Jm''tlc ,..o.sr·· disef's 0 , which he 
trh 1;s r-.i;s leer. inspired by the o.xco.ptionel cases of 
auricular fibril]ation whicr surv:ived 1n fair h~~lth for 
years. De Graff End Linq~ (27) foll0wed J90 cases of 
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auriculer fibrillation to thP Pnd rn6 found only three 
survived for r3spectiv3ly 10, 11, and 12 years. King 
(58) states th&t the duration of lif·e after the onset 
of fH-,rilJation is not ov0r 2 year·s. Accord5r~i-i· to 
De Graff : nd T,ingg, (27) auric11-'Br fibrill tion does 
not usually comA on until ei~bteen years aft 0 r the 
at deeth is 38 y~ar8. In th~ir experi 0 nce auricuJer 
fibrillation in rr"'luma'jc reert -'lisee8° 1s fl terminal 
manlfest£ition app<>a2·in.rr J ste among t 1· ose p2ti"'!nts who 
survive for a lon~ time. This exporience seems to 
ap:olv "•]so to oh:itetricrJ c8se~. fo-r 6 ceses nut of 
18 cases reported 1'y Robinson (8'7) and 6 out of Carr 
and Hamilton's (12) 14 patients wer3 35 years or more. 
The high average age of'pati3nts at the onset of 
fibrillation has su.::;gested that it is due to a normal 
progression of the disease r~th9r than a result of the 
pregnencies. (35) (12) The general opinion of various 
authors is that the prognosis is &i:reve. (6'7) (12) (87) 
( 46) (21) 
Jensen (53) states thEt, "euricular fibrillation 
has a double signjficane." It may be evidence of 
severe dam~ge to th~ ~eart rrusc1e fo~ the re0son it edds 
to the seriousn~ss of trn progy osis. Second, auricular 
fibr·illation impairs tb~ ci-rcuJation becaus~ of t'he 
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inefficient and wssteful ectjon of thP >-errt. 'J''rerefore 
in tr~ i:ranag~ment of reart atsees<=>, 1n rr·gr1?rt wotnen, 
both of these asp~cts s 1 011Jd be considered in tr-o. 
mAnagement program. 
Cases of auricuh:r f1(1ri1Jation comi licatini:i: 
pregnA ric y a pp19a red in th~ 1 j t"lrr, t 11re befo!'~ the arrhythmia 
was r~cognized. It was VacKenzie (66) who in 1904 
identified auricular fibrillation as a clinical entity 
and studied its relation to pregnancy. 
The incidence of auricular fibrill&tion is not 
very common and the death r~ te is high. In Naish 1 s ('73) 
533 cardiac cases, ther·e were 12 with auricular fibril-
lation. In Bram·;:el1 and Longs on 1 s (8) series of 350 
cases, there were 24 patients 1Nho develop~d auricular 
fibrillation either prior or within 6 months of delivery, 
of these seven died. Thus tre death rate amongst 
fibril1ato~s was 29.2~ snd the totaJ mortality wes 6.6~. 
Thus the mortaJity in t~ is series wes four timo.s as heavy 
as 2mong the gross destr rate. Robinson (8'7) in 192'7 
recorded 18 cases of fihr11 1 at ion of "1hicb 13 died. 
Eigrt of these cases, r.owever had not been under any 
antenatal supqrvision. 
In Mcilroy s.nd Fendel 1 s ('70) s<Jries, therie were 
seven fibrillstors, only one of whom died. 
Hay and Hunt (46) found 5 cases of fibrillation in 
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a series of 38 cases, with one deatr w:tich was duo, to 
an associated kidney condition. In the remaining four 
lat or was normal. All w~re sufferinP" from advanced 
mitral ster:osis. 
Herr1ck f48) records four' pa.tients v·itr valvular 
heart dis~es~ ~nd auricular fi~- 1Jlrtion 1n a so,ri~s of 
40 patients, v"itf- no fatalities. Gilchr~st and N:urray-
Lyon {35) found 54 cr:s~s in 109 wro were known to fibrilla.te 
before dei:ith. 
In considering tte pro~nosis of pati~nts who have 
auriculBr fi bri lla ti or. :: lonb with r•heuma tic re art 
disease, certain accessory facto1·s :have to be considered. 
Embolism either cerebral: or· pulmonary, is a complica-
tion, the possibl:i. ty of ';'hic'r has to be considered in 
all cases of fibrillation. Bramv.elJ and Longson {8) 
state thet embolism is freo11ently due to the fact that 
wren th!'! auricles fibrillate 1they l-:•v.:> become for ell 
purposes paralyzed. Coordinate contraction no longer 
occurs, d11Btation sets in, th 0 blood st~gnetes and the 
conditions favor t"~ forwstior of rruraJ trro~bi. So 
from time to tirre fragments of thrombi become detached 
a.nd pass into t~e ventricle. If the clot is i~ the 
rigl-.t a.nricle, it is carried to tYe lung a.nd prodvces a. 
pulmonary infarct; if· it is in th~ left auricle, it 
enters th9 general circulation, and since tte middle 
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cerebral artery is in Bl:nost direct alignment with the 
aorta end interni::l crrotid, it is tt,e f'ite v::ti~·:-:: tLe 
embolus is mo!"2t apt to occur with the resulting hemiple-
gia.. 
De Graff and LingF (27) fou~d tho incidence of 
embolism s licJ~tely higYer· er1on g: i:::a ti en ts v1i th auricular 
fibrillation the.r among those wi tr normel rhythm. 
The outlook in pat1. 0 nts svfferinp from aur:tcuJar 
fibrilJ ation depends on t[P, res 1 '1 ts. of specific treat-
ment. It depends 8]so on the degree to which t"e fibril-
lation is distressing and handiceppiner the heart. If 
the auric11J ar· f '.hr~ 11 a tj or rel'; ponds to di.Q'i. ta 1is so that 
tle ventricular· ra1e may be kept ir tre 70 1 s, and if 
exertion does not cause marted dyspn~e or excessive 
tachycardia, tt~ outlook is as fsvorabJe as it can be 
under the circumstsnces. 
If a p"ti9nt with fibrilJatior. pr 0 sents herse'lf'f 
to a doctor and asks if pre:._:nancy s:bould be undertaken, 
Kir..g (58) states, thFt the answer srould always be "no." 
If the ps. tient 1 s se<?.n in the early weeks of pregnancy, 
~ therapeutic abortion sr··01.~1a 1"' performed in rrost cases. 
BramwelJ (8) is rlso of the opinion t.hat prep:n· nc'r should 
be terminated in Ue first trimest9r. If the desire for 
a child is great and the parents are fully a.ware of the 
risk involved and j f the. cardiac reserve seems good and 
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if the ventricular rate can be controlled with digitalis, 
continual vmtchfulness may carry the patient through 
safely. 
If tbe patient is first sei:m wit):- t:he pregn· ncy 
well adv~nce, one has no alternative but to give the 
pa.tii:-r:t the best ca.re viitt digitalis End rest and carry 
the pati~nt until viability of th~ child and terminate 
by caesarean sectioD. 
In summarizing, auricular fibrillation is a late 
complication of rrlver.ced rre1imPtic re art disease. It 
has e hig"'~ mortality rate flnd do~sn't occur commonly; 
nevertheles~it 1s of very se~ious prognostic importance. 
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MORTALITY RA'l'E AND CON GEST IVE 
FAILUhE IN CARDIACS 
Little attention has been given to the future 
outlook of tbose patients v.rho survive pregnency. It 
c 
would be natural to suppose that freauqn~repeated 
pregnancies in a \''Oman aff Jicted with organic heart 
disease would impose a series of sucessive str ins 
upon the heert as to u1 tirnately decrease permenPntly 
~t functional a bi li ty. 
It is difficult to prove thls idea that repeated 
pregnancies in the cardisc prtient tend to shorten 
life. Rheumatic heart diseas~, as has been discussed 
previously, is by far the commonest form of organic 
h?art disorder found in the child-bearing period and 
in approaching tbis subject it rr.ust be borne in mind 
that rbeumatic infection, itself, tends to run a de-
finj_ te downward course as the years pass from t11e tirre 
of th8 original infection. Jensen (53) is of the 
opinion that child-beari~g do~s not exacerbate the 
rheumatic infection or hasten any potholopical process 
in the heart, but that it way be possibJe th~t by adding 
to tf·e lond of ci:rcuJation it mB;r accelerate tr<?. onset 
and development of congestive feiJure. GiJc~rjst and 




failure and early deBth aro. na.t1Jral consea1J~:ces 0f 
rheumatic infect1.on, but trat it isn't an easy task to 
show thot pregnancy accelerates the process. 
The first recorded statistics on death rate of 
cac-diac patients was tb:,t of Angus MacDonald's (65) in 
which he reports a very tigh deBth rate of 64.4% in 
pregnant cardiac patients v1h2ch w~r 0 advar.ced heart 
ceses. Tho.re has been a. steady decline in death rate 
in the last 60 years. 
Various figures rave been given by d:iff~rent a.ut'bors 
on the dee.th rate. Meares ('71) finds the mortality rate 
to be 69G; in R.notrer· series pubJjehea by Bramwell (8) 
it was 9;r& among p~·imipara and 2.6% among mu1tipara. 
Stander end Kuder (9'7) found the materrn1J deatr rate in 
patients, mortality rntes being '7.1 per ttousand in the 
former ·:hjle 2.8 per· thousnnd in th<>, lr::ter. Nelson and 
Eades (75) report a gross mortality of 6%. 
Several authors give figures on death rate to be 
much hig!er than ttose mentioned prevj ouely. At Sinai 
Hospital in Baltimore, Schuman (91) found it to be 16%, 
3 of the obstet:>ical deaths, being due to heart disease. 
Reid (85) and·Green~ilJ (3'7) also pive high percentages 
15.8% and 16% respectively. Hamilton and Kellog (41) 
found nearly 2orf o~ r·"' ~",..,n"' J r'lee ths at Bos ton-Lying-In 
' -




Jensen (53) has tabulated a lsrge group of cases 
rnd gives the grioss deatt rate in cerdiacs as 4.3).~. He 
noted that this ratio varied according to the source of 
i,nformation, and trat tYe1~e seems a ter.dericv f01~ the 
rate to fall to from an orig::i,..,al 8-1096 to ?.-31o, which 
is at th'9 present Dn j rred1Jeible minimum. 
No comparab1e dee th rate is 8VBJ_]ar::e for non-
pr~gnant cardiacs. ~ut from De Graff end Lingg's (27) 
material it is near 77;. 
It is possible th't th'COse larger figures are sub-
ject to errors since ttere is room fo1 greater accuracy 
in determining dea tl: rates from Le art disease. However, 
it can be seen ouite readily that ~ith the imoroved 
methods of tr0atm..,rt tl1° dee th rste J:-,es falle~J Bnd t:bst 
mPny disesters have been avoided ty prop~r penetel 
management. 
Congestive fpnure 1s by far tr"' mo:--t 1'<·nortant 
canse of cl("A t+ 1 n rn·ep-rs -cy end r eert d j sens13. The 
· ·r· b - ·1 sigrJ :ic•nce y ~o· rson. (87) The incid('mce WBS found 
to be between 16-33~ of t:re cardiacs 1n four clinics. 
(59) (23) (12) (94). 
Accordinf to De Graff and Jingg (27) and King, (58) 
that in rhe1JJri.-c· t; ~ :r.eEcrt disease, c 01F·es ti ve f1::iil ure is 
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the cause of ciea tr, from 45-'70% of the cases. The exact 
incidence is dif ficul r, to de t9rrrine, becsus ':.'! congestive 
failure is frequently complicated by pulmonary edema, 
pneumonia, embrolism, and sepsis. 
It hes been founc. thet most of tl:e cases of con-
gestive faiJure in connectior: ·;ci tl-- chj ldbirth develop 
du:·ing pregnarccy. Mcilroy, end R0 ndel, (70) L~vin~, 
(64) Carr and H· miJton (12) and I\ing (58) hav".l found 
that conr:estive fci 1 ure occurs mrst often du,..,ing preg-
nancy. Comparatively few crses become decompensated 
durinET, labor, and decompensation appesrin:-:: in the 
puerperium is rare. 
King {58) points out ttat congestive failure is 
manifestated durin2· tlre sL:tl··, seventh, and eigl-:.th 
mont~s of geslation and rarely does it begin in the 
1 st few weeks of ~_:regnsncy or c:ur·inr: labor if it we.s 
manifest before. Off t.ar.d it v:ould seem r"'2 sonable to 
believe that the load on the Leart ~ould be felt more 
late in pregnancy. Some authors as Mcilroy and Rendel 
(70) state th~t the incidence of feilur~ in~reas~s 
after the seventt month. 
Granted t'hen trBt conp:Astive ff'.'ili.Jre 8pr·ears in a 
certain percentage of reart potier+s in pr~anoncy, 
tte question arises ~~y do ·ts dqvelor it? A further 
study of the su~~ec~ lndicates two causes to re 0f 
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prime_ry 1mnor+arco. cv?rw0rk nnd inf~ct~r-ri. A fatiguing 
shonring tr~n, movir- 1rto a ~ew apart~ert, ent9rtaining 
or any sort of act-i vity v:r·-i c' CD-'_'S"'lB 1r due fe_t-i fU.e 
have beer found to p~ecipitate congestive failure in 
pregnsnt cardiac patients. 
Intercurrent infections have be"'n stressed by 
Jense~,(53) Oppel (70) and Hamilton and Thomson (42) 
and King (58) as provoking factors in heart fs1lure in 
pregnancy. Any infection with fever 2nd elevated 
metabolism imposes a burden on tbe circulation. 
Obesity and anemia and oraJ sepsis have also been 
mentioned by Hamil ton and Tfiomson ( 42) to cause addi-
tional burdens on the heart. 
Because of its irnpor~ance to both rrot~~r and 
child ,congestive fe ~lure should be discovered as early 
as :'ossjb}e in t:r~ pre~n~:!'}t vronian. To await un_til 
marked signs appear-, this 'rould re dangerous. 
Certain signs &nd symptoms as increasing fatigue, 
l)ersistent cough, or insomnia, dyspnea, palpitation, 
and edema are manifestations of cardiac distress. (52) 
Rales at lung bases ar~ the "earliest reliable 
sign of heart failure in pregnancy." (67) Hemoptysis, 
fulJness of neck veins, engorgement of liver, dependent 
edema are additionfll signs of cong_'.estive fei1ure. 
In the literature t.here is considerab 1 e confusion 
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regarding the relet.ive danger of t'!-e var~ ous pr,eses of 
gestation in patier:ts witl-· conp:estive f8iJure. Mcilroy 
and Rendel, (70) ernphasi7e tte spec1FJ danger of t~e 
period im~ediately fo11owin~ delivery. Jensen (53) 
analyzed 462 fatal cases in order to determine the phase 
of pregnancy during ~iich death occurred. Many of these 
patients died following premature delivery. Of the 462 
patients, 15.77%' died during; pregnancy, 9.41%' died dur-
ing labor, and 74.82% died after del:tvery. Dur:tng: the 
first months of gestation re found the dP.atr rate was 
so low th'.:: t :it did not exceed what :r:ight be expected 
without the pr0sence of pregnancy, however about the 
seventh month :tt ~eg8n to increase. 
... (l2) 
In 1933 Carr and Hamilton reported tret the in-
cidence of heart failure increased pro~res8tvelv from 
the third to ninth lunar month of pregnancy, after 
wh1cr· it decro.Gsed nrortressjveJy. I!"· 1939 Cohen and 
Thomson (19) working slso in th3 Boston Lying-In, have 
sho'.'·n that tlwse ciJ'Culatory factors · ssociated with 
increased cardiac burden of pregnancy follow a curve 
which paralJ els that formed by the figures of Carr and 
Hamilton. (12) Contrary to these reports, Jensen (53) 
who analyzed a much larger series of cases, was unable 
to find any particular time in pregr,8ncy when b~art 
faiJure was most ept to occur. Oppel (79) finds that 
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there is no time in oregnancy efter tl1e second month 
wher: heart failure does not occur. 
About 10~ of the patients were found by Jensen to 
die durinf labor. During the fjrst 24 hours following 
deliv~ry 17.46% died, of t~ese r~-oectivelv 5.101 and 
3.33% (of the 462) during each of t~e first tTio hours. 
Then tre hourly incidence fe1" ran1dly. 
So it seems that the danger of death increases 
througr out pregrarcy, react es a :rr:aximum during labor 
and the few tours snd days folJowin~ d~livery and then 
it rapidly and progressively falls. 
In summarizing.the des.th rate from rheumatic heart 
disease places it as an important cause of death in 
pregnancy. It is dee lining bee a use of better management. 
Until recently it was responsiblA for e mortality of 
8-10%, now being reduced to about 2-3%. Heart disease 
is among tte first four or five important cause of 
maternel deat1'-·s. By far the la.rgestnumber of t1·ese 
mo'}- ers ere from r ongesti.ve failure. It is the cause 
of death jn a.pr1roxirrateJy 70.lf, of fatal cases. Over-
exertion end fatigue are the precipitating causes of 
congestive failure. 
In patients who have had heart failure bsfore term, 
and in those ':ho have not, acute and severe decompensa-





rt:ost deat~s from congestive feilure occur during 
pregnancy, but slso many of these p?tierts deliver 
prematurely. Congestive failure is ~enifested during 
sixth, seventh and e1 r::rth montrs 8nd rarely heg:ins in 




MANAG"Sr.'P.1\'l' AND OBSrrETRICJ' L D-C:JIVE:RY 
Prenatal Maregement 
The treatment and m rY rerr:"'rt Gf th'? rr~gnaY1t 
ce.rdiBc incJudes 1'otr lred:1ce1 tr"-''hrent a.s ··ceJJ as 
t"be obstetr~ca.J cord11ct of the CPS'?. Eaci.- case presents 
and indi vidur:,1 pro1:·lev j n which the severity of t'te 
heart disease is the essential problem. In the prenatal 
care, the most im}.lortant concern of tte attending 
physician is to improve the patient's cardiac condition 
by suitabJe rnedic&l procedures, end only a. smell .pa.rt 
of this care is to prevent the n 1.'merous obstetrical 
complicat~ons which are possibl~ to develop in ~11 
pregnF.nt womo.n. 
The object of meneg~rno,rt i~ to prevent further 
damage and subsequent failure. Management of the preg-
nant patient sufferinp: from hi?.art disease can be discussed 
under the h~rdj ngs of managern':'r~t du"ing th3 prena ... al 
period, durini;r labor, and du:nj r rr th~ puerperiu111. 
Prenatal ca.re is a. compPratjvely neVI.' concept in 
obstetrics, and its application to cardiac pati3nts 
stould receive rore attention than it ~as. Yet, by 
reading the published accounts of fetal and m&t3rnal 
death rates in the last few years, ther~ hes been a 
striking reduction due to-the education of th~ lay 
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public, and the awskening of physicians to thq problem 
created by a combinition of pregnancy and the impaired 
beart. 
The first step in antepartum car·e of a v·oman ·."i th 
cardi· c findings is 2n accurate diagnosif'. V\i'ben the 
diagnosis of rheumFtic disease h~s been m~de, the 
further menag""lment depends on prop;no?. is. Tb"'l most im-
portent single factor ]-:ere is tle funC't" ona1 cap,city 
of t 1 e heart. Thoup.J· sub~ect to cr,enp: 0 dt1rinf' nr~ansncy 
and the p1Virperium,>it i.as helped as guide in pro;nosis. 
During the anten0tsl period, tre consensus of 
opinion is tr1rt re.st is of undo1JbtabJe value. {73) 
Also a primsry requi~ite of good Ynten0tal management 
is frequent observat ·on. m mil ton (39) insists on weekly 
visits; Jensen {53) requests one visit every three weeks, 
v:hile Clahr, Klein and Greenstein (16) advise one per 
two weeks. The value of such rrenatal ex~m1nations is 
particul1-:,rly well empr:asi.ted by Lamb, (59) who reports 
a 2.2% mortality vvr,ere adequate antenata1 care was 
carried out, compared witr, rortaJity of 20% in pati,,nts 
~ho did not receive prenatal observation. Special 
advice shovJd be given i:r: reg:::rd to bour~ of rest and 
limitatinn of exercjse:as welJ as control of weip:'bt by 
restrict~ons in diet. (47) Opinions differ es to the 
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amount of exerc:i se vrh:i ct sr'ould be und 9""tsken by pr""gnant 
cardiac pati~nts. Exercise within thP limits of ~~r 
cap~city Pre 1 sneficial to ~ny prefnent women. ~acKenzie 1 s 
(67) rule is still very vracticel for a guide to advising 
exercise. He advises a pregnant women wit~ ~eert disease 
may underta1re '. s rr,uch as she can do with out getting short 
of breath. As pregrBncy advances the burden hecomes 
heavier, end more freauent rest p~v1ojs s~ould be observed, 
botb d1E·ing r orning and after·noon. 
If patient is obese, efforts should be msde to reduce 
her weight and prevent gain. Also of importance is the 
avoidance of intercurrent infections, and when slight 
colds occur, the patient should remain in bed. 
Opinions E lso differ on th--: use of digitalis in 
cardiacs. Since digitalis is a powerful, poisonous 
drug, its routine us~ over lon.P' periods of time may 
probably res1Jlt in some disasterous eff 0 cts. Cle.hr, 
Klein and Greenstein, (16) administo.r digitalis routinely 
to all patients ent~ring the hospital except Class I 
(American Heart CJassification). Their purpose is to 
pr8vent d~compersstion durinp tre strsin of lnhor·. The 
drug is administered slowly en:'J th" em01rnt of drug is 
determined by weig:ht of patient, ono, cat unit µer 10 
pounds of body weight at beginning of geste:1tion,and it ,.. 
i2 given for four days. Att.e_;r this the patient is kept 
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on a maintainance dose of one or two cat units per day. 
In general the progrem of ·ntenatal care thet 
should be followed vrren the herrt is o.fficient is as 
follov s: maintain gen~re 1 her:: 1th, avoid fr. ti,que and 
excessive musc1.J]8r "l:,:17rt1on, 0 deci.1r--te r"'"'ts ond avoid 
mental wo~r~es, end prevent 1nfect~ons. 
The managemo,rit of the pregr.rrnt cardj sc J'.13. tient 
when th 0 reart :is ineffic1ent sYoul0 be ro.gerd9d as a 
rnAdical ''at} er t''rn en obstetrj_cal protlern. Newman (75) 
ernpha tic a 11y st.at:' s t} r,; t en no ac cou'1t s' ould any active 
interference wi tt pregm:ncy be tsl'.:<>,n until heart failure 
has been adequateJy treated, f'or mortality of' laibor when 
there is heart failure is ver;, high. Corwin and Herrick 
(21) estimating about 50%. 
It is gengrally believed that congestive failure 
advances very rapidly in thA pr~gnant pstient, an~ there-
fore treatment stould be sd~jnstered at th9 first signs 
of failure. Leamon (62) states tY8t tbe early recomi-
tion of congest1ve ~ s not easy , but is possibl~ if 
careful ex~1minetjors ere NrT1ed out. Symptoms of 
dyspnea 5 nd pa.lpi ta t:l. on tog~tr-er wi tb tre si f.!.ns of 
tachycardia 1md edeme, must e1 1 be evaluated in the 
light of t:be pf>ysi ca J state. On the otr·er hand, con-
gested neck veins, ortlcopner,, gal 1op rryt.hm, pul!ronary 
edema, pulsus al ter·rar:.s a.re all adva need signs of failure. 
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Hamilton (39) emprasi7es the importance of persistant 
rales at the pulmonary bases as a constant and reliable 
sign. 
The treatment of congestive failure used by Hamilton 
and Thomson (42) at the Boston Lying-In Hospital is a very 
efficient one. The important po1·ts of treatment will 
be stated briefly. The pati 0 nt stould be put to bed at 
once. All appropriate aids to rest shoPld be g-iir':'ln: 
special nursing, ~edFtives, find oxygen. Focd, fJuids 
and boweJs srould be ma.raged cerefulJy. In somA cases 
direct rerr:oval of fJ iud, venesec ti on s'houJ a b~ cons1 d':'lr-
ed. DigitaJis anc" d\iiretics are g:hrsn es usual. 
They control then the atet • nd fJu1ds bv begin~ing 
treatm">.r~t 'll"i th tl:e Karell diet, b:er.ty-eigr t ounces 
mild (four feed1r,gs of sev'?'n ounces each) and no. other 
foods or f 1 uids for 24 hours. This is usu0 lly c antinued 
for two days and thsn cookea. cereel is added, and later 
orange ,iuice. When fe.ilur-s· r.as cleared up meat, fish, 
smell potato are added to the ~i~t. 
Venis~ction is attempted aftsr conservBtive means 
as nursing ca.re, o::...ryp;en,., ··nd sedativ~s '!-iavA fei led to 
relieve tte dyspn-ca and cough in c cnp;r:stive faj Jure. 
They usually ren-ov8 rbout eifl-'t to si :teen ounces of 
blood en~ ~ave received prompt improve~ent folJowing 
this. 
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Thomson f,nd Pamilton (42) give djgitalis to cardiac 
patients for the control of aurj cular fj bri llation, for 
rapid rates, and for congest1ve fr11ure wit~ normal or 
abnormal rhythm. Once g:lven to r cercHec ~n pre~nancy, 
treY feel 1 t is ~eVlom w"ise to a~ sco:t1ti~ue it until a.fter 
the puerperium. They do not rm1t1 ne ly di ~·i ta 11. ze cardiFcs 
wro h~ve normBl VieP.rt rete and rhythms, w•·o have never 
failed, il" r:rt"ic1nnt1on of ··,opsible feilure. 
Jensen (53) recommends an effective dc-·se of digita-
lh· whq n given, 0 .3 gram of powdered leaf three times 
daily for the first day. The later dosage should be 
deter:mined by tt.e progress of the case. Bramwell (8.) and 
Longson recommend 20 minims of tincture or 2 grains of 
powdered leaf, twice daiJy if th? symptoms ere not urgent 
in auricular fibrillation. Witt t~is dosag~, ttey don't 
expect to get ful1 dig:itilization for ·rive to six days. 
Premature Interruption 
If the patier't is I"'Ot se~n 1mt1.l convesttve fai ..,ure 
is far advanced, enerfet1c t"'eclicat5or for thls con·0 ition 
should be tried ,end then pr·errB t111°e interr-uption pr 0 gna!lcy 
is consid~red. Tt""Y"> :haf'! 1:e3r a g:reat deal written on 
this sub~ect. Tre first case of interrurtion of :rn·egnancy 
fo:r h~art disease v.'8.s r-;ported by and En;;r~1s'"".l''a!'I, Robert 
Lee (63) in 184-5.. UnfortunateJy it was dons to l 0 t"l to 
save the patii::nthi life. 
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MacDonald ( 65) was opposed to pr<:IT'P tur'9 "n t""rruption 
of nr-:>.gnaricy -r·o,,, hen rt c" se~ s ·• Bis vie'1.rs dornin·~ tej the 
British sctool for m ny ye~rs. 
Tber'8 folJ.0 1t·ed a too free use of tns procedure dur-
ing the f:i rst pert of tho. 20th century so ttP t in 191'7 1 
KelJog (56) empha.tica.1ly m5de the statement: "That there 
never was a case of valvular disease of th~ heart and 
pregnancy whose circulatory effic:iercy was not improved 
by rest rnd medical treEtrnent, unless moribund. But 
there comes a time in the treatment of every ca~e of 
decompensated :t.eart disease wren r·er· circu1atorv effi-
ciency hes beAr. raised to a pojnt wheY'~ she 1s either 
fit to continuo, "he:r preP-"r:'rcy or wro,r"' s'be rr.u"'t bo, 
forthwitr deJivered, becan~e !"'ho, is ro1r: at her r.~gh point 
as an operative risk." 
Hamilton, (38) Pardee.'(80) and Ferrick, (48) have 
followed Kellogg's ideas on pr0mati1re interruption of 
pregnancy. Herrick (48) in 1922 wrote that medical 
measures should first be tried on a. decompensa.ted cardiac 
patient. If compensation can not be restored, a grave 
situation is present, "without delivery, the patient may 
die; without forcible delivery, she will certainly perish 
and it is usually better to trust.nature." 
At the preser_t tiye th8 ird·Icet:i.on8 of pr8rr'ature 
inter1'uption 8 rP. ·."e 11 es tab 1i8}- ed. They w0 ,,..~ expre s 1"ed 
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best by Pardee (81) at the meetinf. of the American 
Medical Association jn Cincinnati in 1934. 
At the present time the trend is toward restrict-
ing its use to fewer cases. Strayhorn (98) reported 217 
pregnancies observed in 93 cardi2c patients. Only three 
were interrupted, Hanley and Anderson . ( 43) did not 
recommend it fo-r the interruption of ''DY of 65 preimancies 
in cardiac patients. Stander and ~1der (97) reported on 
386 pregnancies; abortion 1rns induced in 12, premature 
labor in one. Among t.tie 598 pregnarcies in cardiecs 
reported by Teel, (99) ther~ were 67 induced abortions. 
Among the 533 pregnencies, reported by Naish, (73) 28 
or (5.25%) were interrupted before viability. Jensen 
(53) reports that there has been no pr~gna.ncy tbDt has 
been interruped at the St. Louis Maternity Hospital since 
1930, until the child wes viable. 
The1·e is only one indication for t:te interruption 
of pregnancy in a patlent w:ttr rheum·tic heart disease 
whose heart failure will not respond to medical trAa.tment. 
Medical treatMent should be used, because there maybe 
improvement to suct-1 an e'·tert wh:tch 1f'ilJ rrake interruption 
unnecessary. In some cases wf:e:n=\ Mc Ilroy Pncl Rende 1 ('70) 
had decided to interrupt the Drtie~ts responded to medical 
treatmerd and Jate:r '."ent nn to tArm. 
Auricul'Er fibriJ1rt·o.n t-as r'3en consi.dered as an 
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absolute bar t0 conti~ued ureur~ncv bv HamiJton and 
Kellog (41) and Bramv;elJ; (6) but v:mren witr> a1Jric1J]ar 
fibrjlJation have successfully bore · 11ving children. 
Auricular fibrillation responds to digitalis, end if 
eff art does rot cPus e excessive tachyc erdia, the 
arrhythmia need not ~·reclude successful prerrancy, thoug:t 
it does render the prognosis less favorrbJe. 
Certain socjeJ factors sJso enter into tte pirture 
in addition to the rnedicaJ in6ications for int 0 rrupting 
the prefncncy rr"'rrrtnr"'ly. Donovan (28) mentions the 
parit'.' Of t1-e rcotio,~'t, ('t('Cl1T'l':it~ ,-,l' .0 rd n°ceRRi t'V fOT" bard 
·:·orl<. If the pregnant patient is an elderly primipara, 
other factors being equal, trere is, more justification 
in allowinp some risk to be undertaken in hope of at 
least one live ct j 1d. If, or tr e oth erband, there are 
on') or mor ·. living children, one can expect an easier 
labor, and there is more Justification for [ llm·,,ing the 
pregnancy to progress. Social conditions affect the 
treatment in doubtful cases to the extent that it is of 
serious importance to a woman, who is a wag~ earner 
herself or has to perform household tasks, that her 
heart be as c ompeta.nt as possible, than it is to a woman 
who can afford to have nursing or Taid service. 
The term of gestation is usually the method of de-
term~ ning the procedure. to be used in interrupting the 
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pregnen~y. Donovan (28) as weJi as many other writers 
believe trat up to two montr s tbe emptyirf:" of the 
uterus is a relGtjvely easy rnd safe procedure, and it 
can he uerformed j~ ore sta~e w'tr fe~ r1sk~ of hemorrhage. 
Afte· t:rre':l r·or.tl P, i b~ one sta;:;e operation carries risks 
of hemorrhage and oatients tear the loss of blood badly. 
The operation is performed after some previous dilatation 
by guaze, tents or bougies. Arter the fourth rronth, the 
question of hysterotomy may arise1and tbis has th~ advant-
age the.t it can br:i combined witr st:rilization. The 
nearer the pstient is to term, th0 prester t:re justif ica-
tion for allowing th0 pregnrncy to proceed to viability 
when caesarean section crn be P"'rformed. 
Conduct of Labor. 
Labor in tre cardiac patir-rrt has often been said to 
be of st:orter duraU on tr en 'n th"l non cardiec, but the 
literature does not irdi cs te thr t t 1~ e.t·e is any change in 
t!e duration of Jabor in tre card1.acs. Turino end Antony 
(100) report that tte average Jengtr of hours in primi-
\ 
i pare.e:was 13 hours rnd 15 m~rutes, and in '.'lultipa.rae was 
10 hours and 26 minutes. In marked contrast to figures 
was that of Daichman an Kornfeld.~s (22) estimation that 
the average duration of labor in 82 primiparae witb heart 
disease to be 20 and one helf hours. Blumenfeld {3) quotes 
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1'7 hours as the averar:e d1Jrstion of labor. Nelson and 
Eades (75) found in 333 cases of 1~~bor in cardiac women 
(91: primipare and 241 multiparae) that the averap·e dura-
tion of labor very nearlv corresponded w1t~ t~e standerds 
of the normaJ. women. 
Much has ree:Jn v;ri tten , n tr · c onc1.v ct of labor during 
pregnancy. A great deal of wr,icr is based on theory. 
My pls.n 1.s to mert" on briefly only a few of the more 
important principles in the management of lPbor. Since 
one is unabl".l to predict what the diseE1se heart will do, 
it is very necessary to have these cardiac patients 
delivered in the hospital. Eastman (30) recommends a 
week or two of preliminary rest in the hospital as a 
preparation for parturition. 
For patients of Class I ( American Heart Association) 
in whom everytr. ing has been going we 11, a d"' li. very at 
term with low forceps wilJ give good results according 
to King. ( 58) 
Under ideal conditions,t:be cardiac patient Class I, 
in a vast majority of cases, begins her labor with cardiac 
compensation °nd with the p~oper am0unt of caraiac reserve. 
This can be maintained trrougrout t:re first stage of labor 
by adequate amount of morphine, sedatives,and various 
analg;esics. Reis a.nd F'ra.nkentha.l (86) state the use of 




during labor, and th~r~fore feels that a liberal use of 
morphine is doubly indicated for th~ cardiac pati?nt~ 
As long a.s ther") is no evidence of cardiac distress, 
labor should be ~11owed to proceed routinely. 
A definite amour:t of muscular effort is required to 
complete the second stage of labor spontaneously. It is 
generally considered thBt tre repeated effort of bearing 
down is too gr~at a stra1n on tre aJready disea8ed heart, 
hence in almost evAry discussion in the litereture, the 
trend is to eliminste the second staqe of labor. (86) 
(58) (30) 
If evidence of mild cardiac embarasserr.ent appears, 
labor may be slowed down to let the µi iient rest. 
Eastman (30) recommends morphine and digitalis in these 
cas8s where the cervix is partia.lly dilated. Under 
morphine, labor pa.ins may cease for three to four hours, 
and the patjent is 2L1 owed to rest; signs of embarassement 
will disappear and when pains recur, the patient may be 
allov.red to continue in l<~bor until full dilatation is 
reached, and then apply forc~ps. If this treatment is 
not effective, and signs of cardiac embarassenient per-
sist, labor must be auiclrly t~rrd na ted; if early in 
labor by the abdominal route; after full dilatation, by 
f creeps. ( 53) 
Eastman (30) recomrrecds tre semirecumbent nosition 
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for delivery of dyspneic cardiac patients, as well as 
the use of sandbags to be &pplied as a weight on the 
abdomen after delivery. Its use is based on a hypothet-
ical basis tr et it might p1'event a sudden muscular re-
laxation in the abdomen vii th a consequent cardiovascular 
collapse. 
More drastic methods of terminating labor are used 
in those cases which are found in Class IIB or III of 
the American Heart Association Classificat1on. It is 
in these groups that the entire mortality is found. (4) 
Women whose heart condition has ever .1ustified. this 
classification of IIB, shouJd have been advised against 
pregnay1cy or if they were in a better rating, failed to 
follow instructions. Patients seen in the first trim-
ester, who have previously decompensated, and enter 
·pregnancy in this state should not be perrr:i tted to carry 
on. Therapeutic abortion should be advised before the 
fourth month, after the decompensation has been treated 
in the prop'3r· manner. (75) If the patient is seen late 
in the pregnancy, caesarean section is justified. 
Patients belonging to Class III and v;ho a.re seen 
after the t~ird month, should likewise be treated. 
Delivery of tr.is class of ·patients by any known means 
carries more then 50% mortal~ty. (30) (47) If these 
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heart d:i ses.se v/bo h~ve 1' r·cJ as many children as they can 
manr:tge, and in ·:horn contraceptive advice is usually in-
effective. Before sterilization, however, one should 
be fairly reasonable that this patient will nevgr be 
able to, or d~sire to hrve mors children. 
Pulmonsry edema is a most drenstic event in 
heart disease and pregnancy. Jensen (53) stat 0 s that 
it should be treated by two measures: venesection and 
morphine. If labor is advanced, it should be q1Jickly 
terminated, l>ut all drastic mAe.sures involving great 
shock and strain are exceedingly da~gerous. He also 
states that the lJSe of amyl nitrite may be beneficial. 
The choice of anesthesia is e sub .iect in whi. ch 
trere is considerab"e disegreement. In the hands of 
some writers, chloroform has been successful, while 
oth'3r authors favor et:her. Pardee, (81) Carr and 
Hamilton, (12) and Stander and Kuder (97) are favor-
ably disposed to ether. Carr and Hamilton (12) consider 
ether unsuitable when the fetus is premature. The in-
dications for gas and oxygen is also the subject of much 
controversy. Stander and Kuder (97) maintain that they 
can't get satisfactory anesthesia with it, without 
producing a certain arrount of anoxemia; therefore do not 
use it. Spinal anesthesia has only had l:iml tea use in 
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\._ ; 
this country. Jensen (53) fesls thet it re'.'l1rnes crirdiac 
output and is especiaJly dan~erous in the Trendelen-
burg position, because it rec-cJ-es the respirotor:.' center 
and reduces · tbe let:-,al cb se to one-half. 
In the end, the choice of anesthetic to be used 
depends on individual preferer:ce and choice as well as 
skill of th0 person administering the drug. 
Post Partum 
Care of the cardiac patient doesn't end with the 
delivery 1 but should be carried into the puerp.,,,rium. 
Clahr and Greenstein (16) report thet tl::ere were five 
women who delivered without difficulty ar:d si-owed signs 
and symptoms of cardiac decompensaticn within 10 days 
post-partum. 
Henderson (47) advises that the cardiac patient 
requires a. close observati.on during the puerperium, as 
tr er~ frequently occl1rs two to three days after delivery, 
a. period of ex.h ustion and the; patient feels more ill 
than at any time during the pregnancy. Tl::e average patient, 
he finds, requires three weeks in bed ~ nd the ruore severe 
ones a longer time. 
Carr and Hsmilton (12) in reportlng their observations 
on 500 cardiacs, showed that a grest majority of com-
plications that occurred before deliver wi tr the exception 
of respiratory infec.tions v.'ere d0pendent on heart disease, 
-80-
in generai Tne 1ac~s seem ~o De that t~er~ is 
no great mystery sbout babies born of cardiac mothers. 
If they are born afte1° the 35th week, their c!- ~rnce for 
-81-
child. 
Teel (90) observed t'h2t delivery of cardiacs by low 
forceps yielded a lo~er fetal deet~ rate than spontaneous 
delivery is of great interest. 
In terms of maternal and f<:>tal deaths, babies born 
of cardiac mothers are extremely costly. The question 
is fr~quently asked if there is any danger of a child 
born of a cardiac mother to be born with a heart defect 
or later develop heart diseese. Thomson and Hamilton (42) 
~tate that th~re is no reason to think that there is such 
a tendency. A cardiac who has a child with congenital 
heart defect is a coincidence, r..-re ~nour:h so tbnt it 
does not warrant concern in any innividuaJ case. 
Rheumatic fever, however, is known to have n tendency 
to recur in families. 
There is no r-:las0n w'hy the patient,, unless she is 
to exhE>usted, wh· st e canLot nurse tre baby. 
Summary 
Adequate prenatal care should be given early in 
pregnancy VJith a thorough exnminf-tion of the beart and a 
diagnosis of heart disease determined at first visit. 
The careful obs1:3rvation rzi ven to cardiac patients during 
pregn2ncy has greatly reduced the death rate from heart 




preserve heart tone. Decompensation should be treated 
early and t:toroughly, and not until treatment has failed, 
should pregnancy be interrupted. The indication.for 
interruption of pregnoncy is ~ea.rt faiJure thet does 
not respond to treetme:it. Cardiac symptoms arising 
during labor, rPqu ire p-·ompt use of digitalis alonp: 
with sedatives. If these distressing symptoms persist 
early in labor, caesarean section is indicated. Pul-
monary edema in pregnancy is treated witr ::uorpr,ine, and 
venesection. Sterili7ation is frequently used with 
caesarean section in patients who have damaged hearts 
and have had as many cbildren es thl?.Y can handle. The 
choice of anesthetic depends a great deal on individual 
preference. Ther0 is a high infant mortality rate 
among cardiacs d9livered by caesarean section. Low 
forceps gave a lower fetal mortality ttan spontaneous 
delivery. Lactation shouJd only be avoided when heart 
failure threatens,and all means must be employed to 
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